System (and a few User) Abend Codes Explained

S001 - AN INPUT/OUTPUT ERROR CONDITION WAS ENCOUNTERED DURING EXECUTION OF A CHECK/GET/PUT MACRO INSTRUCTION. EITHER NO SYNAD ROUTINE WAS PROVIDED TO HANDLE THE ERROR, OR DCB=EROPT=ABE WAS SPECIFIED OR DEFAULTED. 
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE*** 
***S001 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S001-RC)** 
--POSSIBLE CAUSE--
INPUT RECORD DESCRIBED INCORRECTLY, LENGTH ERROR
TRIED TO READ AFTER ENCOUNTERING END OF FILE
RECFM V IS INCOMPATIBLE WITH TRTCH ET
TRIED TO WRITE ON AN INPUT FILE
READ INTO A TABLE WHOSE SUBSCRIPT WAS ZERO
INCORRECT LABEL PARAMETER
TRTCH PARM WAS WRONG
TAPE BEING READ IN WRONG DENSITY
DIRECTORY OF PDS WAS OVERWRITTEN
NSL LABEL HAD INCORRECT DSNAMENT, OPERATOR CANCELLED
TRUE I/O FAILURE, UCB SHOW REDUNDANCY
HARDWARE ERROR - BAD TAPE OR TAPE DRIVE
SECONDARY SPACE ALLOCATION FOR DASD OUTPUT FILE TOO SMALL
(SEE SB37)
COBOL - INCORRECT USE OF BLOCK CONTAINS CLAUSE
- HAD RECORDING MODE F WHEN GENERATED, BUT NOT WHEN READ

S001 - 01 - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED DURING BDAM CREATE, BSAM, BISAM, QSAM, OR BDAM AND NO SYNAD EXIT WAS SPECIFIED BY THE USER.

S001 - 02 - AN ERROR WAS ENCOUNTERED WHILE ATTEMPTING TO close THE DATASET.

S001 - 03 - FOR QSAM, AN ERROR WAS ENCOUNTERED THAT COULD NOT BE ACCEPTED.

S001 - 04 - FOR QSAM, ABE OR AN INVALID VALUE FOR EROPT PARAMETER IN THE DCB AND/OR NO ERROR HANDLING (SYNAD) EXIT WAS SPECIFIED.

S001 - 05 - FOR QSAM, A GET WAS ISSUED AFTER END-OF-FILE.

S002 - RECORD IS GREATER THAN 32,768 BYTES, EXCEEDS MAXIMUM TRACK LENGTH OR STATED BLOCKSIZE, COULD NOT BE CONTAINED IN ONE EXTENT, OR TOO MANY TRACKS SPECIFIED FOR CYLINDER OVERFLOW. 
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE*** 
***S002 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S002-RC)** 
--POSSIBLE CAUSE--
DCB HAD THE WRONG BLOCK SIZE
IEHMEXT - ATTEMPT TO RENAME DATA SET WHEN NEW NAME ALREADY EXISTS WRONG RECORD FORMAT SPECIFIED IN JCL

S002 - 04 - AN INVALID RECORD WAS ENCOUNTERED ON A GET OPERATION. THE LENGTH FIELD OF A RECORD DESCRIPTOR WORD (RDW) FOR A VARIABLE LENGTH RECORD SPECIFIES A VALUE LESS THAN 4.

S002 - 08 - AN INVALID RECORD WAS ENCOUNTERED ON A PUT OR WRITE OPERATION. THE RECORD OR BLOCK LENGTH PLUS THE KEY LENGTH AND REQUIRED OVERHEAD ADD UP TO MORE THAN 32,767 BYTES.
S002 - 0C - AN INVALID RECORD WAS ENCOUNTERED ON A PUT OR WRITE OPERATION. THE RECORD OR BLOCK LENGTH PLUS THE KEY LENGTH AND REQUIRED OVERHEAD IS GREATER THAN THE DASD TRACK CAPACITY.

S002 - 10 - AN INVALID RECORD WAS ENCOUNTERED ON A PUT OPERATION; THE DATASET USES THE TRACK OVERFLOW FEATURE. THE RDW FOR A VARIABLE LENGTH RECORD SPECIFIES A LENGTH GREATER THAN 32,752.

S002 - 14 - AN INVALID RECORD WAS ENCOUNTERED ON A PUT OR WRITE OPERATION. THE RECORD LENGTH IS GREATER THAN THE BLOCKSIZE SPECIFIED IN THE DCB.

S002 - 18 - AN INVALID RECORD WAS ENCOUNTERED ON A PUT OPERATION; THE DATASET USES THE VARIABLE RECORD FORMAT. THE LENGTH VALUE OF THE RDW IS EITHER: LESS THAN 4, GREATER THAN 32,767, GREATER THAN THE BLOCKSIZE SPECIFIED IN THE DCB, OR LESS THAN 5 IF ASA CONTROL CHARACTERS ARE BEING USED.

S002 - 1C - THE ERROR OCCURRED DURING THE CREATION OF A DIRECT DATASET. A WRITE MACRO WAS ISSUED FOR A RECORD LARGER THAN THE TRACK CAPACITY, AND THE RECORD FORMAT DOES NOT USE THE TRACK OVERFLOW FEATURE.

S002 - 20 - THE ERROR OCCURRED DURING THE CREATION OF A DIRECT DATASET. A WRITE MACRO WAS ISSUED CAUSING A SECONDARY EXTENT TO BE OBTAINED. THE BLOCK WILL NOT FIT ON THE AMOUNT OF SPACE ALLOCATED FOR THE SECONDARY EXTENT.

S002 - 24 - THE ERROR OCCURRED DURING THE CREATION OF A DIRECT DATASET. A WRITE MACRO WAS ISSUED TO WRITE OUT A BLOCK LARGER THAN THE PRIMARY EXTENT ON THE PREALLOCATED DATASET. THIS COULD ALSO OCCUR IF ALLOCATION OF THE PRIMARY EXTENT WAS NON-CONTIGUOUS AND ANY OF THE SECONDARY EXTENTS WERE SMALLER THAN THE BLOCK.

S002 - 28 - THE ERROR OCCURRED DURING THE CREATION OF A DIRECT DATASET. DURING THE EXECUTION OF OPEN IT WAS DETECTED THAT THE BLOCKSIZE WAS LARGER THAN THE PRIMARY EXTENT.

S002 - 2C - THE ERROR OCCURRED WHILE OPENING AN ISAM DATASET. TOO MANY TRACKS WERE SPECIFIED FOR CYLINDER OVERFLOW.

S002 - 30 - ONE OF THE FOLLOWING IS TRUE:
- A READ WAS ISSUED BUT THE LENGTH TO BE READ WAS ZERO.
- A QSAM PUT WITH MOVE MODE WAS ISSUED FOR RECFM=F, FB OR U BUT DCBLRECL CONTAINED A NON-POSITIVE VALUE.

S002 - 34 - A READ MACRO WAS ISSUED FOR AN OUTPUT-ONLY DASD DATA SET.

S002 - 3C - PDSE MEMBER CREATION WAS PREVENTED BECAUSE THE PDSE ALREADY HAD THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF MEMBERS (2**19 - 2).

S002 - 50 - SERIALIZATION OF AN INTERNAL SAM CONTROL BLOCK (SACB) USED FOPR PROCESSING HAS BEEN VIOLATED.

S002 - 54 - DEBCHK FAILURE DURING PDSE PROCESSING.
S002 – 58 – AN INTERNAL SAM CONTROL BLOCK (SACB) USED FOR PROCESSING PDSE REQUESTS IS INCORRECT.

S002 – 5C – AN INTERNAL SAM CONTROL BLOCK (FRQ) USED FOR QUEUING PDSE REQUESTS IS INCORRECT.

S002 – 60 – NON-ZERO KEYLENGTH SPECIFIED FOR OUTPUT PDSE MEMBER.

S002 – 64 – FOR BSAM, THE READ OR WRITE REQUEST COULD NOT BE ACCEPTED BECAUSE THE VALUE OF NCP INT THE DCB HAD ALREADY BEEN REACHED.

S002 – 68 – INCORRECT BLOCKSIZE SPECIFIED.

S002 – 6C – UNABLE TO CREATE A PDSE MEMBER.

S002 – 70 – UNABLE TO UPDATE AN INTERNAL SAM CONTROL BLOCK (PACB) USED FOR PDSE PROCESSING WITH INFORMATION CONCERNING THE MEMBER BEING ACCESSED.

S002 – 74 – AN INTERNAL SAM CONTROL BLOCK (PACB) USED FOR STORING PDSE DIRECTORY AND MEMBER INFORMATION IS INCORRECT.

S002 – 78 – ERROR RETURN FROM IGWFMPCR WHEN ATTEMPTING TO GIVE CONTROL TO A ROUTINE TO PROCESS PDSE REQUESTS.

S002 – 7C – POINT DETECTED THAT INFORMATION CONCERNING THE MEMBER BEING ACCESSED IS NOT FOUND IN THE PACB.

S002 – 80 – POINT DETECTED AN ERROR WHILE ATTEMPTING TO SYNCHRONIZE DATA ON OUTPUT.

S002 – 84 – POINT DETECTED AN ERROR WHILE ATTEMPTING TO RECONNECT TO A PDSE MEMBER FOR HOLD.

S002 – 88 – POINT DETECTED AN ERROR WHILE ATTEMPTING TO RECONNECT TO A PDSE MEMBER FOR I/O.

S002 – 8C – POINT DETECTED AN ERROR WHILE ATTEMPTING TO DISCONNECT FROM A PDSE MEMBER.

S002 – 90 – POINT DETECTED AN ERROR WHILE ATTEMPTING TO CONNECT TO A PDSE MEMBER.

S002 – 94 – INCORRECT ATTEMPT TO CREATE A PDSE MEMBER SINCE THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF MEMBERS HAVE ALREADY BEEN CREATED.

S002 – 98 – UNABLE TO COMPLETE A WRITE REQUEST ISSUED WITHIN A PDSE MEMBER.

S002 – 9C – INCORRECT UPDATE WRITE DETECTED. ALL OUTSTANDING READS HAD NOT BEEN CHECKED PRIOR TO THE WRITE.

S002 – A0 – INCORRECT ATTEMPT TO ACCESS A PDSE DIRECTORY. EITHER:
- WRITE ATTEMPTED TO THE DIRECTORY OF A PDSE.
- READ ATTEMPTED TO THE DIRECTORY OF A PDSE AND EITHER THE RECFM WAS NOT F WITH BLKSIZE >= 256 OR RECFM WAS NOT U WITH BLKSIZE >= 256.
S002 - A4 - UNABLE TO COMPLETE THE READ AGAINST THE PDSE DIRECTORY DUE TO AN ERROR RETURN CODE FROM AN SMS SERVICE USED TO OBTAIN DIRECTORY INFORMATION.

S002 - A8 - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF RECORDS IN MEMBER HAS BEEN EXCEEDED.

S002 - AC - BAD BUFFER FORMAT DETECTED FOR VARIABLE LENGTH RECORDS. EITHER:
- RDW LENGTH IS LESS THAN 4.
- LENGTH OF SPANNED RECORD IS GREATER THAN 32760.
- THE SUM OF THE LENGTHS IN THE RDWS PLUS 4 DOES NOT EQUAL THE LENGTH SPECIFIED IN THE BDW.
- RECFM DOES NOT SPECIFY BLOCKED BUT MORE THAN 1 RDW IN BUFFER.

S002 - B0 - EITHER RECFM=F AND DCBBLKSI DOES NOT EQUAL DCBLRECL, OR RECFM=FB AND DCBBLKSI IS NOT A MULTIPLE OF DCBLRECL.

S003 - THE ERROR OCCURRED DURING END-OF-BLOCK PROCESSING USING EITHER BSAM OR QSAM. THE ERROR OCCURRED BECAUSE THE I/O MACRO INSTRUCTIONS FOR A 3525-ASSOCIATED DATA SET WERE NOT EXECUTED IN THE PROPER SEQUENCE.
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***
***S003 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S003-RC)**

S003 - 01 - THE ERROR WAS A READ SEQUENCE ERROR.

S003 - 02 - THE ERROR WAS A PUNCH SEQUENCE ERROR.

S003 - 03 - THE ERROR WAS A PRINT SEQUENCE ERROR.

S004 - THE ERROR OCCURRED DURING OPEN PROCESSING USING EITHER BSAM OR QSAM BECAUSE A CONFLICTING OR INVALID DCB PARAMETER (FUNC OR RELATED PARAMETER) IS SPECIFIED.
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***
***S004 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S004-RC)**

S004 - 01 - INVALID DCB FUNC PARAMETER SPECIFIED.

S004 - 02 - INVALID COMBINATION OF DCB FUNC PARAMETER AND CNTRL MACRO SPECIFIED.

S004 - 03 - CONFLICTING ACCESS METHODS SPECIFIED.

S004 - 04 - INVALID DCB SPECIFIED FOR 3505 OR 3525.

S004 - 05 - INVALID FORMAT CARD OR AN INVALID DEVICE SPECIFIED WITH OPTICAL MARK READ (OMR).

S004 - 06 - DATA PROTECTION IMAGE NOT FOUND IN THE SYS1.IMAGELIB DATA SET, VOLUME CONTAINING SYS1.IMAGELIB NOT MOUNTED, OR SYS1.IMAGELIB NOT CATALOGED.

S005 - THE ERROR OCCURRED BECAUSE OF AN INVALID DCB DURING READ PROCESSING USING BSAM.
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***
***S005 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S005-RC)**
S005 - 04 - A REQUIRED ADDRESS WAS NOT SPECIFIED IN THE DECB. THIS
CAN BE EITHER THE HEADER ADDRESS AND/OR THE AREA ADDRESS.

S005 - 08 - THE RBL TYPE OF READ WAS NOT USED FOR THE 3886.

S006 - THE PROGRAM HAD AN INCORRECT AUTHORIZATION TO RUN A 1419.

S008 - THE ERROR OCCURRED DURING EXECUTION OF A SYNAD ROUTINE. THE
ROUTINE WAS GIVEN CONTROL FOLLOWING EXECUTION OF A BSAM CHECK
MACRO INSTRUCTION.

S013 - CONFLICTING OR UNSUPPORTED PARAMETERS IN DCB; MEMBER NAME
SPECIFIED IN DD NOT FOUND; NO DIRECTORY ALLOCATION
SUBPARAMETER IN DD.
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***
***S013 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S013-RC)**
--POSSIBLE CAUSE--
DCB PARAMETERS CONFLICT, NO BLKSIZE OR NOT VALID MULTIPLE OF LRECL
MISSING OR MISPLACED SYSIN DD CARD
PARTITIONED DATA SET MEMBER NOT FOUND
MERGE - SORTINO1 DOES NOT CONTAIN THE MAXIMUM BLOCKSIZE
JCL - TRIED TO CREATE A PDS WITHOUT ALLOCATING DIRECTORY BLOCKS

S013 - 04 - AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARD LABELS WERE SPECIFIED IN THE
LABEL PARAMETER OF THE DD STATEMENT, BUT ARE NOT SUPPORTED BY
THE SYSTEM. CORRECT THE LABEL PARAMETER.
- OPTCD=Q WAS SPECIFIED BUT IS NOT SUPPORTED BY THE SYSTEM.
  CORRECT THE DCB OPTCD OPTION.

S013 - 08 - AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARD LABELS WERE SPECIFIED IN THE
LABEL PARAMETER OF THE DD STATEMENT, BUT THE UNIT PARAMETER
SPECIFIED A 7-TRACK TAPE DRIVE. ANSI LABELS A VALID ONLY FOR
9-TRACK UNITS.

S013 - 0C - A BUFFER LENGTH OF 0 WAS SPECIFIED FOR A BDAM DATASET
FOR WHICH DYNAMIC BUFFERING WAS REQUESTED.

S013 - 10 - AN OPEN MACRO WAS ISSUED FOR A NULL DATASET AND BLKSIZE
AND BUFL ARE BOTH 0. SPECIFY ONE OR THE OTHER AS NON-ZERO.

S013 - 14 - AN OPEN MACRO WAS ISSUED WITH OUTPUT OR OUTIN SPECIFIED.
DCB SPECIFIES DSORG=PO, BUT THE DSCB INDICATES THE DATASET IS
NOT PARTITIONED. CHANGE DSORG TO PS, OR CREATE DATASET AS PDS.
- AN OPEN MACRO WAS ISSUED WITH INPUT SPECIFIED. THE DSCB
INDICATES THAT DSORG=PO, BUT THE DCB SPECIFIES NEITHER DSORG=PO
NOR PS.

S013 - 18 - AN OPEN WAS ISSUED FOR A PARTITIONED DATASET. THE
SPECIFIED MEMBER NAME WAS NOT FOUND IN THE DATASET.

S013 - 1C - AN OPEN MACRO WAS ISSUED FOR A PARTITIONED DATASET,
BUT AN I/O ERROR WAS ENCOUNTERED SEARCHING THE DIRECTORY.
S013 - 20 - AN OPEN MACRO WAS ISSUED FOR A SEQUENTIAL DATASET USING
THE QUEUED ACCESS TECHNIQUE WITH RECFM=FB, BUT BLKSIZE IS NOT
A MULTIPLE OF LRECL, OR FOR VARIABLE-LENGTH RECORDS, BLKSIZE
IS NOT 4 BYTES GREATER THAN THE LRECL.

S013 - 24 - AN OPEN WAS ISSUED WITH INPUT, INOUT, RDBACK, OR UPDAT
SPECIFIED, BUT THE DCB MACRF DID NOT SPECIFY EXCP, GET, OR READ.

S013 - 28 - AN OPEN MACRO WAS ISSUED WITH OUTPUT OR OUTIN SPECIFIED,
BUT THE DCB DID NOT SPECIFY A MACRF OF EXCP, PUT, OR WRITE.

S013 - 2C - A SEQUENTIAL DATASET USING THE QUEUED ACCESS TECHNIQUE WITH
EXCHANGE BUFFERING WAS OPENED FOR INPUT, BUT THE BUFFER CONTROL
BLOCK ADDRESS WAS 0.

S013 - 30 - A SEQUENTIAL DATASET USING THE QUEUED ACCESS TECHNIQUE WITH
EXCHANGE BUFFERING WAS OPENED FOR OUTPUT, BUT THE BUFFER CONTROL
BLOCK ADDRESS (DCBBUFCB) WAS 0.

S013 - 34 - ONE OF THE FOLLOWING WAS DETECTED:
- AN OPEN MACRO WAS ISSUED FOR A DATASET WITH BLKSIZE AND
BUFL EQUAL TO 0. THE SYSTEM DETERMINED THAT IT HAD TO OBTAIN
BUFFERS BUT WAS UNABLE TO DO SO.
- RECFM WAS SPECIFIED WITH BOTH A AND M ATTRIBUTES.
- QSAM, LRECL=0 AND RECFM WAS NOT V OR VB.
- RECFM=V OR VB AND LRECL > (BLKSIZE-4).
- QSAM AND BLKSIZE=0.
- RECFM NOT VARIABLE OR UNDEFINED AND LRECL > BLKSIZE.
- BFTEK=A,LRECL=0,RECFM=VBS.

S013 - 38 - AN OPEN MACRO WAS ISSUED FOR A SEQUENTIAL DATASET ON A
DIRECT ACCESS DEVICE WITH TRACK OVERFLOW, BUT THE BUFFER
CONTROL BLOCK ADDRESS WAS ZERO. THIS TYPE OF ERROR OFTEN
OCCURS IF A DCB IS SHARED BY TWO OR MORE TASKS, OR IS
OPENED AND CLOSED SEVERAL TIMES WITHIN ONE JOB STEP.

S013 - 3C - A SEQUENTIAL DATASET WAS OPENED FOR INPUT OR OUTPUT,
BUT THE BUFFER CONTROL BLOCK ADDRESS WAS 0. THIS TYPE OF ERROR
OFTEN OCCURS IF A DCB IS SHARED BY TWO OR MORE TASKS, OR IS
OPENED AND CLOSED SEVERAL TIMES WITHIN ONE JOB STEP.

S013 - 40 - A SEQUENTIAL OR DIRECT DATASET WAS OPENED FOR INPUT,
BUT THE BUFFER CONTROL BLOCK ADDRESS WAS 0.

S013 - 44 - AN OPEN MACRO WAS ISSUED FOR A DATASET ON A DIRECT ACCESS
DEVICE FOR WHICH CHAINED SCHEDULING WAS SPECIFIED, BUT THE BUFFER
CONTROL BLOCK ADDRESS WAS 0.

S013 - 48 - AN OPEN MACRO WAS ISSUED FOR A SEQUENTIAL DATASET USING THE
QUEUED ACCESS TECHNIQUE, BUT THE BUFFER CONTROL BLOCK ADDRESS WAS
ZERO.
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S013 - 4C - AN OPEN MACRO WAS ISSUED FOR A SEQUENTIAL DATASET USING THE QUEUED ACCESS TECHNIQUE. THE SYSTEM DETERMINED THAT A BUFFER POOL EXISTED FOR THIS DATASET AND MADE THE APPROPRIATE TEST SHOWN BELOW WITH UNSATISFACTORY RESULTS:
- IF THE DATA WAS TO BE SENT DIRECTLY TO A UNIT RECORD DEVICE (NO SPOOLING), THE BUFFER LENGTH VALUE IN THE BUFFER CONTROL BLOCK HAD TO BE EQUAL TO OR GREATER THAN THE VALUE SPECIFIED IN THE DCB FOR LOGICAL RECORD LENGTH (LRECL).
- OTHERWISE, THE BUFFER LENGTH VALUE IN THE BUFFER CONTROL BLOCK HAD TO BE EQUAL TO OR GREATER THAN THE VALUE SPECIFIED IN THE DCB FOR BLKSIZE.

S013 - 50 - AN OPEN MACRO ISSUED FOR A DATASET ALLOCATED TO A PRINTER DID NOT HAVE OUTPUT SPECIFIED AS AN OPEN OPTION.

S013 - 54 - NO SECONDARY CONTROL UNIT COULD NOT BE FOUND FOR A 1419.

S013 - 58 - AN OPEN MACRO WAS ISSUED FOR A PAPER TAPE DATASET AND CONCATENATION WITH UNLIKE ATTRIBUTES WAS SPECIFIED.

S013 - 5C - AN OPEN MACRO WAS ISSUED FOR A SEQUENTIAL DATASET USING THE QUEUED ACCESS TECHNIQUE. THE DATASET CONTAINED SPANNED VARIABLE LENGTH RECORDS LARGER THAN 32,756 BUT GET LOCATE MODE WAS NOT USED. ALTERNATIVELY, BFTEK=A WAS SPECIFIED WITH MACRF=GM OR MACRF=PM.

S013 - 60 - AN OPEN MACRO WAS ISSUED FOR A DATASET WITH A DCB SPECIFYING RECFM=F, AND BLKSIZE WAS NOT EQUAL TO LRECL. CORRECT THE RECFM TO FB, OR MAKE LRECL AND BLKSIZE EQUAL.

S013 - 64 - AN OPEN MACRO WAS ISSUED FOR A NULL DATASET USING AN ACCESS METHOD OTHER THAN QSAM OR BSAM. THIS IS A NO-NO.

S013 - 68 - AN OPEN WAS ISSUED FOR A DATASET WHOSE DCB SPECIFIED BLKSIZE GREATER THAN 32,767, WHICH IS THE MAXIMUM ALLOWED.

S013 - 6C - AN OPEN MACRO WAS ISSUED FOR A DATASET WITH RECFM=T IN THE DCB, REQUESTING TRACK OVERFLOW, BUT THE DIRECT ACCESS DEVICE DOES NOT SUPPORT TRACK OVERFLOW.

S013 - 70 - AN OPEN MACRO WAS ISSUED FOR A DATASET ON MAGNETIC TAPE. A CONFLICT EXISTS AMONG LABEL PARAMETERS ON THE DD STATEMENT, AND DCBRECFM, DCOPTCD, DCBBUFOF, AND DCBUSASI GIVE THE APPEARANCE OF MIXED USASI AND EBBCDIC ATTRIBUTES TO THE DATASET; OR OPTCD=Q WAS SPECIFIED FOR A DATASET ON A DEVICE OTHER THAN MAGNETIC TAPE.

S013 - 74 - AN OPEN MACRO WAS ISSUED FOR AN OPTICAL CHARACTER READER DATASET, BUT THE OPEN OPTION DID NOT SPECIFY INPUT.

S013 - 78 - AN OPEN MACRO WAS ISSUED FOR AN OPTICAL CHARACTER READER DATASET. THE BUFL PARAMETER IN THE DCB WAS SPECIFIED AS ZERO.

S013 - 7C - AN OPEN MACRO WAS ISSUED FOR AN OPTICAL CHARACTER READER DATASET, BUT THE LRECL PARAMETER IN THE DCB WAS ZERO.

S013 - 80 - AN OPEN MACRO WAS ISSUED FOR AN OPTICAL CHARACTER READER DATASET, BUT THE BUFL WAS LESS THAN THE LRECL.
S013 - 84 - An open macro was issued for an optical character reader dataset. The number of buffers specified in the buffer pool control block is not the same as that specified in the DCBBUFNO.

S013 - 88 - An open macro was issued for a telecommunications device but the DCBDSORG did not specify TSO.

S013 - 8C - An open macro was issued for a direct organization dataset (BDAM) but the DCBRECFM parameter was not specified.

S013 - A4 - A DCB was opened for a SYSIN or SYSOUT dataset but the DSORG was not specified as PS.

S013 - A8 - An invalid record format was requested for a SYSIN or SYSOUT dataset. (RECFM=D, VS, or VBS are invalid for SYSIN)

S013 - AC - A QSAM open was issued with a non-zero keylength in the DCB which is not supported. (Now supported, but with input only.)

S013 - B0 - An open macro was issued with the RDBACK option for a DCB specifying a record format of variable spanned records. These are conflicting parameters.

S013 - B4 - An open macro was issued with the INOUT/OUTIN option for a DCB specifying the QSAM MACRF values; these are conflicting parameters.

S013 - B8 - An open macro was issued for the 3890 document processor and DCBHDR was not specified in the DCB.

S013 - BC - A SYSIN or SYSOUT DCB was opened with invalid options. Either open specified UPDAT or RDBACK, or the Point Macro function was specified in MACRF=RP or WP. Repositioning or updating a spooled dataset is not permitted.

S013 - C0 - A SYSIN or SYSOUT dataset could not be opened by a job entry subsystem. The failing DCB is not opened, however the task is not terminated. Processing continues for other DCBS opened.

S013 - C4 - During the creation of a direct dataset, the open routine found that the DCB specified READ(R) or GET(G) in the MACRF field. Only write load (WL) is allowed.

S013 - C8 - The open subsystem executor module was passed an error return code in Register 15 after issuing the IEFSSREQ macro to connect the user's ACB to the subsystem. This indicates the subsystem was not operating.

S013 - CC - SETPRT processing failed to set up the device during an open for the IBM 3800 printing subsystem.

S013 - D0 - An invalid record format of FBS or FS was specified for a partitioned data set.

S013 - D0 - A DB/DBS record format was specified for QSAM locate mode, but the logical record interface is not present in the associated buffer control block; IE. Segment mode is implied.
S013 - D8 - A CONFLICT HAS OCCURRED FOR THE SPANNED RECORD FORMAT EXTENDED LOGICAL RECORD INTERFACE (XLRI). BUFFER CONTROL BLOCK; IE. SEGMENT MODE IS IMPLIED.

S013 - E4 - THE LIMIT OF 123 EXTENTS FOR A CONCATENATED PARTITIONED DATA SET HAS BEEN EXCEEDED. (USED TO BE 256 EXTENTS?)


S014 - 04 - (04 IS THE ONLY POSSIBLE RETURN CODE ASSOCIATED WITH S014) THE TASK WHICH ISSUED A CLOSE FOR A DASD DATA SET WAS NOT THE TASK WHICH OPENED THE DATA SET.

S016 - AN ERROR OCCURRED IN SAM SIO/PAGE FIX OR DASD END-OF-BLOCK MODULES BECAUSE OF ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:
- THE DASD END-OF-BLOCK MODULES ISSUED AN EXCPVR SVC REQUEST ON BEHALF OF A USER REQUEST, BUT A PREVIOUS EXCPVR SVC REQUEST HAD NOT COMPLETED. ONE OF THE FOLLOWING OCCURRED:
  - A DATA EXTENT CONTROL BLOCK (DECB) WAS USED TWICE.
  - MULTIPLE READS OR WRITES WERE ISSUED, BUT ONLY THE LAST READ OR WRITE WAS CHECKED.
- AN EXCPVR SVC REQUEST ON BEHALF OF A USER REQUEST WAS GOING TO BE ISSUED TO READ A DATA SET THAT IS EXECUTE ACCESS PROTECTED, BUT THE USER IS NOT IN SUPERVISOR STATE. (THE SAM SIO APPENDAGE ISSUED THIS ABEND.)

S020 - DURING AN OPEN FOR A BDAM DATA SET THE CONTROL PROGRAM FOUND THAT DCBMACRF DID NOT CONTAIN AN A, K OR I (RC=04), OR THE BDAM DATA SET CONTAINED ZERO EXTENTS (RC=08).

S021 - A CALLER OF THE ASCBCHAP ROUTINE PASSED TO ASCBCHAP AN ASCB ADDRESS THAT HAD BITS SET TO ONE IN ITS HIGH ORDER BYTE.

S022 - THE VPSS ENCOUNTERED A MISSING DEVICE END ON CONTROL PORT 0.

S023 - LNKLST LOOKASIDE (LLA) COULD NOT OBTAIN ALL THE LNKLST DIRECTORY ENTRIES.

S024 - AN ABNORMAL TERMINATION OCCURRED IN PRINT SERVICES FACILITY.

S027 - AN ABNORMAL TERMINATION OCCURRED IN PRINT SERVICES FACILITY.

S028 - A PAGING OPERATION HAS NOT COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY DUE TO ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:
- A PERMANENT I/O ERROR OCCURRED WHILE ATTEMPTING A PAGE-IN OR SWAP-IN OPERATION. THE DATA BEING PAGED IN OR SWAPPED IN IS LOST.
- A REAL STORAGE MANAGEMENT ROUTINE OR ANOTHER SYSTEM ROUTINE PERFORMING A SERVICE FOR RSM SUFFERED AN INTERMEDIATE ERROR. THE FUNCTION PERFORMED IS TERMINATED.
- A AUXILIARY STORAGE MANAGEMENT ROUTINE SUFFERED A TRANSLATION ERROR WHILE USING THE CONTROL REGISTER OF ANOTHER ADDRESS SPACE TO UPDATE THAT ADDRESS SPACE'S LSQA.
S029 - AN INVALID VIO REQUEST WAS DETECTED BY THE PAGE OPERATIONS STARTER ROUTINE OF ASM. THE SYS1.LOGREC ERROR RECORD CONTAINS A HEXADECIMAL REASON CODE.

S02A - JES2 FOUND THAT DATA MANAGEMENT CONTROL BLOCKS OR THE JES2 UBUF CONTROL BLOCK WAS NO LONGER VALID DURING EXECUTION OF A DATA MANAGEMENT REQUEST FOR A SPOOL DATA SET.

S02B - A USER EXIT ROUTINE ISSUED A RETURN CODE GREATER THAN THAT SPECIFIED IN THE &MAXRC PARAMETER OF THE $EXIT### MACRO.

S02C - AN ERROR OCCURRED IN JES2 SUPPORT OF AN FSS ADDRESS SPACE.

S02D - THE JES2 MAIN TASK WAS ABENDED BY THE OPERATOR OR A CATASTROPHIC ERROR.

S030 - DURING A BISAM OR QISAM OPEN DCBMACRF DID NOT INDICATE A VALID MODE OF OPERATION.

S031 - A QISAM I/O ERROR OCCURRED.

S032 - DURING A BISAM OR QISAM OPEN DCBMACRF WAS NOT VALID FOR ISAM.

S03B - ISAM DATASET TO BE PROCESSED, BUT NOT CREATED OR ITS DCB NOT CLOSED AFTER CREATION.

S03D - THE ERROR OCCURRED DURING THE EXECUTION OF A QISAM OR BISAM OR BDAM MACRO INSTRUCTION.

S03D - 04 - AN OPEN MACRO WAS ISSUED FOR AN INDEXED SEQUENTIAL OR DIRECT DATASET. THE VOLUME SERIAL NUMBERS ON THE DD STATEMENT WERE NOT SPECIFIED IN THE SAME ORDER THAT THE DATASET WAS CREATED.

S03D - 08 - AN OPEN MACRO WAS ISSUED FOR AN INDEXED SEQUENTIAL DATASET. THE FIRST VOLUME OF THE DATASET DOES NOT HAVE A FORMAT2 DSCB.

S03D - 0C - AN OPEN MACRO WAS ISSUED FOR A DIRECT DATASET. THE DATASET HAS AN INDEXED SEQUENTIAL ORGANIZATION.

S047 - AN UNAUTHORIZED PROGRAM REQUESTED A RESTRICTED SVC.

S04B - AN INVALID OPERATION CODE WAS PASSED TO A TSO LINKAGE ASSIST ROUTINE (LAR).

S04B - 04 - THE LAR (IKJEFTSL) FOR THE TERMINAL MONITOR PROGRAM (TMP) RECEIVED AN INVALID FUNCTION NUMBER.

S04B - 08 - THE SERVICE ROUTINE'S LAR (IKJTSLSAR) WAS INVOKED AT IKJTSLSAR, WHICH IS AN INVALID SERVICE ROUTINE ENTRY POINT.
S04C - THE TERMINAL MONITOR PROGRAM (TMP) WAS INVOKED AT ENTRY POINT IKJEFT1A AND THE TMP DETACHED A PROGRAM THAT COMPLETED WITH A NON-ZERO COMPLETION CODE (WHICH IS IN REGISTER 15).

S04E - INTERNAL IBM DATABASE 2 (DB2) ERROR.

S04F - DB2 ABNORMAL TERMINATION TO AVOID DATA INTEGRITY PROBLEMS.

S052 - A PROGRAM MADE AN INVALID PC/AUTH REQUEST. CHECK THE CODE IN REGISTER 15.

S053 - A PROGRAM MADE A PC/AUTH REQUEST BUT AN ERROR PREVENTED NORMAL COMPLETION. CHECK THE CODE IN REGISTER 15.

S064 - AN ADDRESS SPACE THAT HOLDS A CROSS MEMORY LOCAL LOCK (CML LOCK) TERMINATED ABNORMALLY BEFORE IT FREED THE LOCK.

S071 - THE OPERATOR PRESSED THE RESTART KEY TO ACTIVATE THE SYSTEM'S RECOVERY AND TERMINATION PROCESS. THE PROGRAM RUNNING AT THE TIME THE OPERATOR PRESSED THE RESTART BUTTON WAS SENT THROUGH ABEND PROCESSING BECAUSE THE OPERATOR DETERMINED IT WAS IN A NONCANCELABLE LOOP OR WAIT STATE.

S078 - RCT (REGION CONTROL TASK) PROCESSING HAS RECEIVED AN UNACCEPTABLE RETURN CODE FROM AN INVOKED ROUTINE AND CANNOT CONTINUE PROCESSING. RCT RECOVERY RECORDS THE ERROR IN SYS1.LOGREC, PERFORMS RESOURCE CLEAN-UP, REQUESTS A SYS1.DUMP OF THE ADDRESS SPACE AND THEN REQUESTS ADDRESS TERMINATION.

S079 - RCT (REGION CONTROL TASK) ATTENTION EXIT PROCESSING HAS RECEIVED AN UNACCEPTABLE RETURN CODE FROM AN INVOKED ROUTINE AND CANNOT CONTINUE PROCESSING. RCT RECOVERY RECORDS THE ERROR IN SYS1.LOGREC, PERFORMS RESOURCE CLEAN-UP, REQUESTS A SYS1.DUMP OF THE ADDRESS SPACE AND THEN REQUESTS ADDRESS TERMINATION.

S07C - SUPERVISOR CONTROL RECOVERY HAS DETECTED AN ERROR WHICH REQUIRES THAT THE CURRENT TASK BE TERMINATED OR THAT THE CURRENT ADDRESS SPACE BE TERMINATED.

S07F - DURING RECOVERY, VERIFICATION OF THE TCB QUEUE ASSOCIATED WITH THE TERMINATED ADDRESS SPACE RESULTED IN AN EMPTY TCB QUEUE. THE ADDRESS SPACE OR JOB IS TERMINATED. RESUBMIT THE JOB.

S0A7 - DURING Z NET,CANCEL COMMAND PROCESSING, VTAM FOUND THAT A USER HAD NOT SPECIFIED A TPEND EXIT ROUTINE, OR VTAM COULD NOT SCHEDULE A USER'S TPEXIT ROUTINE.

S0A8 - VTAM DETECTED AN ERROR DURING EXECUTION OF AN APPLICATION PROGRAM. THE TWO LOW-ORDER BYTES OF REGISTER 15 CONTAIN A HEXADECIMAL REASON CODE. 2101--A VTAM VALIDITY CHECK OF THE USER'S RPL FAILED BECAUSE THE RPL DOES NOT HAVE THE SAME PROTECTION KEY AS THE APPLICATION PROGRAM'S TCB. 7001--THE USER'S RPL OR ECB IS INVALID.
S0A9 - EITHER A HALT NET, CANCEL COMMAND WAS ENTERED OR AN ERROR OCCURRED DURING EXECUTION OF A VTAM MODULE. THE TWO LOW-ORDER BYTES OF REGISTER-15 CONTAIN A HEXADECIMAL REASON CODE.

0000--A HALT NET, CANCEL COMMAND HAS BEEN PROCESSED.
10F1--THE ACF/VTAM STAE RETRY ROUTINE ISSUED AN ABEND 0A9 IN ORDER TO GIVE CONTROL TO THE USER RECOVERY ROUTINE (STAE EXIT ROUTINE).
3100--THERE ARE NOT ENOUGH I/O BUFFERS TO SATISFY A VTAM STORAGE REQUEST.
3111--A VTAM MODULE FINISHED PROCESSING BEFORE IT RELEASED A LOCK.
3141--A VTAM DESTINATION VECTOR TABLE (DVT) ENTRY IS INVALID FOR THE DEFINED ATTACHMENT.
7002--A VTAM REQUEST FOR STORAGE FAILED
7003--A VTAM REQUEST TO RELEASE STORAGE FAILED BECAUSE THE STORAGE HAD ALREADY BEEN RELEASED.
7004--VTAM COULD NOT OBTAIN A LOCAL MEMORY LOCK.
7009--VTAM WAS UNABLE TO RESTORE ITS REGISTERS AFTER A USER EXIT ROUTINE RETURNED CONTROL TO VTAM.
7071--A RELSTORE WAS ISSUED FOR A PREVIOUSLY FREED BUFFER.
7141--CONTROL CANNOT BE PASSED TO THE PROPER VTAM MODULE.
EITHER A VTAM DESTINATION VECTOR TABLE ENTRY IS INVALID FOR THE DEFINED ATTACHMENT OR VTAM STORAGE HAS BEEN ALTERED.

S0AA - AN ABEND CONDITION OCCURRED DURING EXECUTION OF VTAM.
THE ERROR COULD NOT BE ASSOCIATED WITH ANY PARTICULAR TCB.
ALL TASKS IN THE ADDRESS SPACE ARE ABNORMALLY TERMINATED.

S0AE - IOS SUPPORT OF SYSTEM RESTART PROCESSING FOUND THAT THE I/O PURGE MODULE (IGC0001F) WAITING FOR THE COMPLETION OF AN I/O REQUEST. THE SYSTEM ABNORMALLY TERMINATES ALL TASKS IN THE ADDRESS SPACE, THEN THE SYSTEM TERMINATES THE ADDRESS SPACE.

S0B0 - AN UNCORRECTABLE ERROR WAS DETECTED BY THE SWA MANAGER.
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***
***S0B0 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S0B0-RC)***

S0B0 - 04 - INVALID FUNCTION REQUESTED.
S0B0 - 08 - INVALID SVA (DOES NOT POINT TO THE BEGINNING OF A SWA PREFIX OR THE SWA PREFIX HAS BEEN DESTROYED).
S0B0 - 0C - ATTEMPTING TO READ A BLOCK NOT YET WRITTEN.
S0B0 - 10 - INVALID LENGTH (0 OR NEGATIVE FOR ASSIGN LOCATE OR ATTEMPTING TO READ OR WRITE A RECORD, WHICH IS NOT 176 BYTES, IN MOVE MODE).
S0B0 - 14 - INVALID COUNT FIELD (0 FOR READ, WRITE, ASSIGN OR 00 FOR WRITE AND ASSIGN).
S0B0 - 18 - QMNGRIO MACRO WAS ISSUED WITH BOTH OR NEITHER OF THE READ AND WRITE BITS SET.
S0B0 - 1C - INVALID ID (THE CALLER ATTEMPTED TO WRITE A BLOCK FOR THE FIRST TIME AND HAS EITHER PASSED A NON-EXISTING ID OR HAS FAILED TO PASS ONE AND THE BLOCK DOES NOT HAVE AN IMBEDDED ID).

S0B0 - 20 - INVALID BLOCK POINTER (WRITE LOCATE IS ATTEMPTING TO WRITE AND IS PASSING A BLOCK POINTER WHICH IS NOT VALID FOR THE SVA REQUESTED).

S0C1 - OPERATION EXCEPTION - AN OPERATION CODE IS NOT ON THE MACHINE
--POSSIBLE CAUSE--
SUBSCRIPT ERROR - CLOBBERED CODE
TRIED TO READ A FILE THAT WAS NOT OPEN
MISSPELLED DDNAME
ERROR IN PARAMETERS PASSED TO SUBROUTINES
MISSING DD CARD
RECORDING MODE WAS WRONG, OR DENSITY WAS INCORRECT
BAD LOAD MODULE, POSSIBLE BAD OBJECT DECK OR MISSING SUBROUTINE
FORTRAN - MISSING DIMENSION STATEMENT, SAME NAME FOR ARRAY AND A SUBROUTINE
COBOL - SUBROUTINE PROG ID WAS THE SAME AS THE ENTRY NAME
COBOL - TRIED TO CALL WITHIN COBOL F SORT INPUT/OUTPUT PROCEDURE
COBOL - TRIED TO CALL A SUBROUTINE WHICH COULD NOT BE FOUND
COBOL - INCOMPLETE DCB FOR SORTIN
COBOL - USING SORT VERB, DDNAME WAS NOT SORTOUT WHEN THE GIVING OPTION WAS USED.
COBOL - EXECUTING SORT- USING AFTER OPENING SORTIN

S0C2 - PRIVILEGED OPERATION EXCEPTION
--POSSIBLE CAUSE--
UNINTENTIONAL BRANCH TO INVALID INSTRUCTION DUE TO SUBSCRIPT ERROR
COBOL - MISSING PERIOD AT END OF PARAGRAPH OR PARAGRAPH NAMES
- MISSING GOBACK AFTER SORT VERB - LOGIC FELL INTO INPUT PROCEDURE
- ACCEPT VERB EXECUTED WHEN NO SYSIN DD WAS AVAILABLE.

S0C3 - EXECUTION EXCEPTION - THE SUBJECT INSTRUCTION OF EXECUTE IS ANOTHER EXECUTE.
--POSSIBLE CAUSE--
UNINTENTIONAL BRANCH, LOSS OF ADDRESSABILITY.

S0C4 - PROTECTION EXCEPTION - A VIRTUAL ADDRESS COULD NOT BE TRANSLATED INTO A REAL ADDRESS.
--POSSIBLE CAUSE--
INVALID ADDRESS WAS REFERENCED DUE TO SUBSCRIPT ERROR OR BAD PARMS
THE KEY OF AN INSTRUCTION OR AN OPERAND IN STORAGE DOES NOT MATCH THE PROTECTION KEY IN THE PSW (INTERRUPT CODE 4)
THE VIRTUAL SEGMENT OR PAGE WAS NEVER ALLOCATED
(INTERRUPT CODE 10 OR 11, RESPECTIVELY)
THE PAGE WAS PAGED OUT AND THE ROUTINE REQUESTING THE CODE WAS DISABLED FOR I/O INTERRUPTS (INTERRUPT CODE 11)
COBOL - IN GROUP MOVE, RECEIVING RECORD VARIABLE LENGTH DEFINED WRONG
- TRIED MOVING VAR. LENGTH REC. LARGER THAN TARGET FIELD MAX
- TRIED TO READ OR WRITE A FILE WHICH WAS NOT OPEN
- USED DD DUMMY AND LOGIC SAYS AT END MOVE HIGH VALUES TO FD
- TRIED TO CALL WITHIN COBOL F SORT INPUT/OUTPUT PROCEDURE
- U WITH SORT - TRIED TO GOBACK IN THE OUTPUT PROCEDURE
S0C5 – ADDRESSING EXCEPTION – AN ADDRESS BEYOND THE AVAILABLE REAL STORAGE WAS REQUESTED
--POSSIBLE CAUSE--
SEE S0C1 FOR MORE INFORMATION

SUBSCRIPT ERROR – REFERENCED BEYOND TABLE IN PROGRAM RUNNING V=R

COBOL – PERFORMED PROCEDURE NOT EXITED PROPERLY
- RECORD DESCRIBED TOO SHORT
- REFERENCED A RECORD WITHOUT GIVING A READ
- TRIED TO USE WRITE WITHOUT FROM OPTION ON APPLY WRITE
ONLY FILE

S0C6 – SPECIFICATION EXCEPTION – AN INCORRECT BOUNDARY WAS SPECIFIED.
USUALLY CAUSED BY UNINTENTIONAL BRANCH TO INVALID INSTRUCTION.

S0C7 – DATA EXCEPTION – DECIMAL DATA IS INCORRECT OR IMPROPERLY OVERLAPPED OR NOT VALIDLY INITIALIZED.
--POSSIBLE CAUSE--

SUBSCRIPT ERROR, REFERENCED BEYOND TABLE

COBOL – WORKING STORAGE NOT INITIALIZED
- BAD DATA, SHOULD CHECK DATA FOR ERRORS
- GARBAGE IN A FIELD BEING TESTED OR DISPLAYED
- MOVE ZEROES TO GROUP LEVEL IS DISPLAY, HAD SUBLEVELS THAT WERE NOT
- PERIOD MISSING AFTER IMPERATIVE STATEMENTS WITHIN AT END CLAUSE
- BINARY FIELD IN AN ARITHMETIC OPERATION IS NOT LARGE ENOUGH TO ACCEPT RESULT
(FOR MORE INFORMATION, SEE DESCRIPTION OF S0C1)

S0C8 – FIXED POINT OVERFLOW EXCEPTION
NOTE – MASKED BY FORTRAN

S0C9 – FIXED POINT DIVIDE EXCEPTION
NOTE – MASKED BY FORTRAN

S0CA – DECIMAL OVERFLOW EXCEPTION
THE DESTINATION FIELD IS TOO SMALL TO CONTAIN THE RESULT FIELD IN A DECIMAL OPERATION.

S0CB – DECIMAL DIVIDE EXCEPTION
A QUOTIENT EXCEEDS THE SPECIFIED DATA FIELD SIZE.

S0CC – EXPONENT OVERFLOW EXCEPTION
A FLOATING POINT NUMBER ExCEEDS THE MAXIMUM SIZE.
NOTE – THIS ERROR IS DETECTED AND FIXED IN FORTRAN

S0CD – EXPONENT UNDERFLOW EXCEPTION
A FLOATING POINT NUMBER IS SMALLER THAN THE MINIMUM.
NOTE – FORTRAN WILL SET THE RESULT TO ZERO AND CONTINUE PROCESSING

S0CE – SIGNIFICANCE EXCEPTION
A FLOATING POINT ADDITION OR SUBTRACTION RESULTS IN AN ALL ZERO FRACTION
NOTE – THIS IS MASKED IN FORTRAN
S0CF - FLOATING POINT DIVIDE EXCEPTION - DIVIDE BY ZERO

NOTE - THIS ERROR IS DETECTED AND NOTED BY FORTRAN

S0D2 - A PROGRAM CHECK WAS DETECTED; AN INTERRUPTION CODE OF 18 X'12' (TRANSLATION SPECIFICATION EXCEPTION) HAS OCCURRED. THERE IS INVALID DATA IN EITHER CONTROL REGISTERS ZERO OR ONE, OR A SEGMENT OR PAGE TABLE. THE ERROR IS THE RESULT OF A HARDWARE ERROR OR A PROGRAM RUNNING IN KEY ZERO HAS CAUSED DATA DAMAGE.

S0D3 - A PROGRAM CHECK, INTERRUPTION CODE 19 X'13' (SPECIAL OPERATION ERROR) HAS OCCURRED. A PRIVILEGED PROGRAM ISSUED A SET SYSTEM MASK. THIS INSTRUCTION IS NOT VALID IN OS/VS2 (SINCE RELEASE 2).

S0D9 - A PROGRAM CHECK, INTERRUPTION CODE 38 (PAGE FAULT ASSIST ERROR) HAS OCCURRED. EITHER A HARDWARE ERROR OCCURRED OR A PROGRAM RUNNING IN KEY ZERO CAUSED DATA DAMAGE.

S0E0 - AN INVALID OR UNRECOGNIZED PROGRAM INTERRUPT OCCURRED.

---POSSIBLE CAUSE---

THIS LEVEL OF MVS IS NOT THE CORRECT ONE FOR THE HARDWARE, ESPECIALLY IF THE INTERRUPT CODE IS UNKNOWN.

***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***

***S0E0 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S0E0-RC)***

S0E0 - 1D - A SQUARE ROOT EXECPTION OCCURED.

S0E0 - 1E - AN UNNORMALIZED OPERAND EXECPTION OCCURED.

S0E0 - 28 - RESERVED BIT POSITIONS IN AN ALET WERE NON-ZERO.

S0E0 - 29 - AN ALET SPECIFIED AN INVALID ACCESS LIST ENTRY.

S0E0 - 2A - AN ALET SPECIFIED A PREVIOUSLY DELETED ACCESS LIST ENTRY.

S0E0 - 2B - AN ACCESS LIST ENTRY SPECIFIED AN INVALID DATA SPACE.

S0E0 - 2C - THE SEQUENCE NUMBER IN THE ASTE THAT THE ACCESS LIST ENTRY REFERS TO IS NOT EQUAL TO THE NUMBER IN THE ACCESS LIST ENTRY.

S0E0 - 2D - A PRIVATE ACCESS LIST ENTRY IS SPECIFIED, AND THE CURRENT EAX IS NOT AUTHORIZED TO THE TARGET ADDRESS SPACE.

S0E0 - 30 - A STACKING INSTRUCTION WAS ISSUED WHEN THE LINKAGE STACK WAS FULL.

S0E0 - 31 - AN UNSTACKING INSTRUCTION WAS ISSUED WHEN THE LINKAGE STACK HAS NO STACK ENTRIES.

S0E0 - 32 - A LINKAGE STACK SPECIFICATION INTERRUPT OCCURED.

S0E0 - 33 - AN INVALID LINKAGE STACK ENTRY (LSE) TYPE WAS ENCOUNTERED BY THE HARDWARE OR BY AN UNSTACKING OPERATION.

S0E0 - 34 - A PR INSTRUCTION WAS ISSUED AGAINST A LINKAGE STACK ENTRY THAT HAS THE UNSTACK SUPPRESSION BIT SET. MVS SETS THIS BIT IN A LINKAGE STACK ENTRY TO PREVENT SVC ROUTINES FROM UNSTACKING ENTRIES THEY DID NOT ADD TO THE STACK.
S0E1 - THE ERROR OCCURRED WHILE PROCESSING THE FIRST EXCP OF A VIO DATASET. PLEASE REPORT THIS PROBLEM TO THE SYSTEMS GROUP.

S0E2 - THE ERROR OCCURRED WHILE PROCESSING THE FIRST EXCP OF A VIO DATASET. THE SYSTEM WAS UNABLE TO ASSIGN, LOCATE, FIX, FREE, OR ACCESS VIO PAGES FOR THE DATASET. PLEASE REPORT THIS PROBLEM TO THE SYSTEMS GROUP.

S0E3 - THE ERROR OCCURRED WHILE PROCESSING A VIO DATASET. THE SYSTEM WAS UNABLE TO ASSIGN, LOCATE, FIX, FREE, OR ACCESS VIO PAGES FOR THE DATASET. PLEASE REPORT THIS PROBLEM TO THE SYSTEMS GROUP.

S0E4 - THE ERROR OCCURRED WHILE TRYING TO SCRATCH A VIO DATASET. PLEASE REPORT THIS PROBLEM TO THE SYSTEMS GROUP.

S0E5 - UNABLE TO DISCONNECT THE VIRTUAL TRACK BUFFER FORM THE VIO DATASET. PLEASE REPORT THIS PROBLEM TO THE SYSTEMS GROUP.

S0E6 - UNABLE TO PROCESS A DATA SET THAT HAS ALREADY BEEN SCRATCHED.

S0F0 - AN ERROR OCCURRED WHILE PROCESSING A MACHINE CHECK INTERRUPTION. IN AN ATTEMPT TO RECOVER THE SYSTEM THE INTERRUPTED TASK WAS TERMINATED.

S0F1 - PROGRAM INTERRUPTION IN I/O INTERRUPTION HANDLER RECORD DESCRIBED AS WRONG LENGTH

S0F2 - I/O INTERRUPT PROCESSING ERROR. I/O RECOVERY ROUTINE FAILED. CLOBBERED IOB OR OTHER SVC PARAMETERS - SEE S0C1

S0F3 - MACHINE CHECK INTERRUPTION
DISK I/O FAILURE OR MACHINE TROUBLE

S0F8 - THE ISSUER OF AN SVC WAS EITHER IN SRB MODE, HELD A LOCK, WAS DISABLED, OR WAS IN CROSS MEMORY MODE.
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***
***S0F8 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S0F8-RC)***

S0F8 - 04 - THE SVC ISSUER WAS NOT IN TCB MODE.

S0F8 - 08 - THE SVC ISSUER HELD A LOCK.

S0F8 - 0C - THE SVC ISSUER WAS DISABLED.

S0F8 - 10 - THE SVC ISSUER WAS IN CROSS MEMORY MODE.

S0F8 - 14 - THE SVC ISSUER HAD AN ENABLED UNLOCKED TASK MODE FRR.
IE. EUT=YES WAS SPECIFIED ON THE SETFRR MACRO.

S0F8 - 18 - THE SVC ISSUER WAS IN AR ADDRESS SPACE CONTROL MODE FOR AN SVC WHICH DOES NOT ALLOW THIS.

S0F8 - 1C - THE SVC ISSUER WAS NOT AUTHORIZED FOR SVC MICROCODE ASSIST.
S0F9 - THE ERROR OCCURRED WHILE TRYING TO ACQUIRE OR RELEASE AN SVRB.  
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***  
***S0F9 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S0F9-RC)***

S0F9 - 00 - LSQA HAS BEEN EXHAUSTED AND AN SVRB CANNOT BE CREATED TO  
HONOUR AN SVC REQUEST IN THE ADDRESS SPACE.

S0F9 - 04 - AN SVRB BEING FREED MAY NOT BELONG TO THE SVRB POOL.

S0FB - A TRANSLATION EXCEPTION HAS OCCURRED.  INVALID CONTENTS  
WERE DETECTED IN CONTROL REGISTER 0.

S0FC - A TRANSLATION ERROR OCCURRED WHILE REFERENCING DATA NOT IN  
THE HOME ADDRESS SPACE.  BAD DAT TABLES OR WRONG STO ADDRESS.

S0FD - A TYPE 6 SVC REQUESTED THE SVC FIRST LEVEL INTERRUPT HANDLER  
(FLIH) TO SCHEDULE A CROSS MEMORY SRB.  
T6EXIT MACRO POINTS TO SRB WHERE SRBASCB IS NOT HOME ASCB.

S0FE - AN ERROR WAS DETECTED WHILE RMF WAS SAMPLING DATA ABOUT  
THE STATE OF THE SYSTEM.

S100 - A DEVICE TO BE USED WAS NOT OPERATIONAL OR A PSEUDO DEVICE  
PREVIOUSLY ALLOCATED HAS BEEN REALLOCATED.

S101 - DURING EXECUTION OF A WAIT MACRO, THE PROBLEM PROGRAM  
SPECIFIED MORE EVENTS THAN THERE WERE ECBS.

S102 - THE ERROR OCCURRED DURING EXECUTION OF A POST MACRO  
INSTRUCTION.  THE CONTROL PROGRAM FOUND AN INVALID EVENT CONTROL  
BLOCK ADDRESS, OR THE ECB WAS IN A STORAGE AREA WITH A PROTECTION  
KEY DIFFERENT FROM THAT OF THE TASK ISSUING THE MACRO.  
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***  
***S102 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S102-RC)***

S102 - 00 - INVALID ECB FOR POST IN THE USER'S KEY.

S102 - 04 - INVALID ECB FOR AN XMPOST (CROSS MEMORY POST).

S102 - 08 - INVALID ECB FOR BRANCH ENTRY POST IN THE USER'S KEY.

S102 - 0C - INVALID ECB FOR BRANCH ENTRY XMPOST.

S104 - GETMAIN ERROR.  AN AUTHORIZED PROGRAM REQUESTED VIRTUAL  
STORAGE THAT REQUIRES MORE REAL STORAGE THAN IS AVAILABLE.  
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***  
***S104 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S104-RC)***

S104 - 04 - NOT ENOUGH REAL STORAGE FOR SPACE IN SQA SUBPOOL.

S104 - 08 - NOT ENOUGH REAL STORAGE FOR SPACE IN FIXED CSA SUBPOOL.

S104 - 0C - NOT ENOUGH REAL STORAGE FOR SPACE IN LSQA SUBPOOL.

S104 - 1C - LSQA REQUEST FAILED - PAGE TABLE PAGED OUT.

S104 - 20 - AUTHORIZED PRIVATE REQUEST FAILED - PAGE TABLE PAGED OUT.
S106 - AN ERROR WAS DETECTED BY THE CONTROL PROGRAM WHEN IT ATTEMPTED TO FETCH THE REQUESTED PROGRAM INTO VIRTUAL STORAGE.  
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE*** 
***S106 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S106–RC)*** 
--POSSIBLE CAUSE-- 
PREVIOUS LKED STEP FAILED TO OUTPUT A SYSLMOD, NEEDS LARGER SIZE= 
I/O ERROR - MACHINE TROUBLE OR DISK FAILURE 

S106 - 0B - A PROGRAM CHECK OR LOOP OCCURRED IN FETCH. 

S106 - 0C - NOT ENOUGH STORAGE WAS AVAILABLE FOR FETCH TO DO A GETMAIN FOR THE MODULE OR CONTROL BLOCKS. CHECK REGISTER 0: 
04 - NO STORAGE FOR DATD. 
08 - NO STORAGE FOR DEB. 
0C - NO STORAGE FOR IOSB. 
10 - NO STORAGE FOR EXLIST. 
14 - NO STORAGE FOR MODULE. 
18 - UNABLE TO FIX STORAGE. 

S106 - 0D - THE CONTROL PROGRAM FOUND AN INVALID RECORD TYPE IN THE LOAD MODULE. 

S106 - 0E - THE CONTROL PROGRAM FOUND AN INVALID ADDRESS IN THE LOAD MODULE. CHECK REGISTER 0: 
20 - ERROR CONVERTING TTR. 
24 - BLOCK IS OUTSIDE OF THE MODULE. 
28 - AN ADCON LOCATION IS INVALID. 

S106 - 0F - AN UNCORRECTABLE INPUT/OUTPUT ERROR OCCURRED, THE LOAD MODULE HAD AN ERROR WHICH CAUSED THE CHANNEL PROGRAM TO FAIL, OR A LINKLIST LIBRARY EXPANDED INTO ANOTHER EXTENT SINCE IPL. CHECK REGISTER 0: 
40 - I/O ERROR ON A PDS. 
44 - ERROR ON A VIRTUAL DS. 
48 - SEEK ADDRESS OUTSIDE EXTENT. 

S106 - 10 - THE CONTROL PROGRAM DETECTED A RELOCATION ERROR IN THE LOAD MODULE. 

S10A - GETMAIN ERROR. A PROGRAM REQUESTED VIRTUAL STORAGE THAT REQUIRES MORE REAL STORAGE THAN IS AVAILABLE.  
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE*** 
***S10A OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S10A–RC)*** 

S10A - 04 - NOT ENOUGH REAL STORAGE FOR SPACE IN SQA SUBPOOL. 

S10A - 08 - NOT ENOUGH REAL STORAGE FOR SPACE IN FIXED CSA SUBPOOL. 

S10A - 0C - NOT ENOUGH REAL STORAGE FOR SPACE IN LSQA SUBPOOL. 

S10A - 1C - LSQA REQUEST FAILED - PAGE TABLE PAGED OUT. 

S10A - 20 - AUTHORIZED PRIVATE REQUEST FAILED - PAGE TABLE PAGED OUT. 

S10B - TIME SERVICE ROUTINE ERROR - ERROR IN INPUT PARAMETERS.
S10D - JOBSTEP TASK ABENDED WHEN A SUBTASK THAT IS ALSO A JOBSTEP TASK IS IN STEP-MUST-FINISH STATUS.

S10E - SPIE MACRO ERROR. THE PICA ADDRESS IS INVALID.

S112 - INVALID INPUT WAS PASSED TO SVC 18 BY THE BLDL OR FIND MACRO. REQUIRES MORE REAL STORAGE THAN IS AVAILABLE.
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***
***S112 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S112-RC)**
--POSSIBLE CAUSE--
THE DCB HAS BEEN OVERLAID, ESPECIALLY DCBDEBAD OR DCBPOINT.

S112 - 01 - PARAMETER LIST NOT IN CALLER'S STORAGE.

S112 - 02 - DCB NOT IN CALLER'S STORAGE.

S112 - 03 - DCB DOES NOT POINT TO A VALID DEB.

S112 - 04 - PROGRAM CHECK OCCURRED IN THE POINT ROUTINE.

S112 - 13 - DCB DOES NOT POINT TO A VALID DEB. DCB DUMPED TO GTF.

S112 - 14 - PROGRAM CHECK OCCURRED IN THE POINT ROUTINE.
THE DCB IS DUMPED TO THE GTF DATA SET.

S113 - AN ERROR OCCURRED DURING AN OPEN WITH A TYPE=J OPERAND.
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***
***S113 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S113-RC)**

S113 - 08 - A JFCB EXTENSION BLOCK WAS NEEDED FOR PROCESSING A PHYSICAL SEQUENTIAL DATA SET BUT NONE WAS AVAILABLE.

S113 - 0C - AN OPEN TYPE=J WAS ISSUED, BUT NO JFCB EXIT WAS FOUND IN THE DCB EXIT LIST. SPECIFY A JFCB EXIT, SUPPLY THE JFCB.

S113 - 18 - A JFCB EXTENSION BLOCK WAS NEEDED FOR PROCESSING A DIRECT OR INDEX SEQUENTIAL DATA SET.

S113 - 20 - END-OF-VOLUME ENCOUNTERED FOR A VSAM DATA SET.
MULTI-VOLUME VSAM FILES CANNOT BE OPENED WITH A DCB.

S113 - 24 - OPEN ISSUED TO A MULTI-VOLUME VSAM DATA SET.
MULTI-VOLUME VSAM FILES CANNOT BE OPENED WITH A DCB.

S113 - 28 - OPEN ATTEMPT FOR CONCATENATED VSAM USING A DCB.

S113 - 2C - OPEN ATTEMPT FOR VSAM USING A DCB WHEN THE CALLER WAS NOT APF AUTHORIZED OR IN SUPERVISOR STATE.

S113 - 30 - INVALID JCL DISPOSITION DETECTED FOR VSAM OPENED WITH A DCB. ONLY ALLOWED (OLD,KEEP,KEEP) OR (SHR,KEEP,KEEP).

S113 - 34 - AN UNSUPPORTED DCB OPTION WAS SPECIFIED FOR A VSAM DATA SET OPENED WITH A DCB. ONLY VALID OPTIONS ARE INPUT AND UPDAT.

S113 - 38 - AN OPEN WAS ISSUED FOR A VSAM DATA SET WITH A DCB, BUT THE VTOC DOES NOT INDICATE THAT IT IS A VSAM DATA SET.
S115 - SVC 21 (STOW) ERROR. THE DCB DID NOT POINT TO A VALID DEB, OR THE DEB DID NOT POINT BACK TO THE DCB.

S117 - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED DURING A BSAM CLOSE TYPE=T MACRO.

S118 - INVALID PARAMETERS WERE PASSED TO DEVTYPE (SVC 24).
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***
***S118 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S118-RC)**

S118 - 01 - THE DDNAME (ADDRESS IN GPR 1) WAS NOT IN CALLER'S REGION.

S118 - 02 - OUTPUT AREA (ADDRESS IN GPR 0) WAS NOT IN CALLER'S REGION.

S11A - A PROTECTION CHECK OCCURRED WHEN THE SYSTEM TRIED TO STORE INTO A USER SUPPLIED OS/VS CAMLST WORK AREA.

S121 - A MODULE IssUED SVC 33 (IOHALT) WITH THE LOW ORDER BIT OF GPR1 OFF, WHICH INDICATES THE PRE-XA (2-BYTE UCB ADDR) INTERFACE.

S122 - EITHER THE OPERATOR OR THE JOB ENTRY SUBSYSTEM CANCELLED THE JOB, REQUESTING A DUMP. CHECK THE JOB LOG LISTING FOR MORE INFO.

S128 - AN INVALID ADDRESS LIST WAS SPECIFIED FOR AN EXTRACT MACRO. LIST NOT ON A FULLWORD BOUNDARY OR NOT IN JOB STEP'S STORAGE.

S12D - INVALID SEGMENT TABLE IN AN OVERLAY PROGRAM
SEE S0C1

S12E - ERROR FOUND IN INPUT PARAMETERS TO TTIMER SERVICE ROUTINE.

S130 - THE DEQ MACRO SPECIFIED A RESOURCE NOT PREVIOUSLY SPECIFIED BY BY AN ENQ MACRO. THAT IS, THE PROGRAM HAD NOT REQUESTED CONTROL OF A RESOURCE IT WAS ATTEMPTING TO RELEASE.

S137 - I/O ERROR IN END OF VOLUME LABEL PROCESSING ON MAGNETIC TAPE.
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***
***S137 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S137-RC)**

S137 - 04 - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED WHILE WRITING AN END OF VOLUME LABEL OR TAPE MARK.

S137 - 08 - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED WHILE POSITIONING THE TAPE IN PREPARATION FOR LABEL PROCESSING.

S137 - 0C - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED READING A TRAILER LABEL FOR A DATASET OPENED WITH THE INPUT OR INOUT OPTION, OR READING THE HEADER LABEL FOR A DATASET OPENED WITH THE RDBACK OPTION.

S137 - 10 - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED WHILE POSITIONING A MAGNETIC TAPE AT THE END OF THE DATASET.

S137 - 14 - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED READING HEADER LABELS FOR A DATASET OPENED FOR INPUT OR INOUT, OR READING THE TRAILER LABEL FOR A DATASET OPENED FOR RDBACK.
S137 - 18 - An I/O error occurred while positioning a magnetic tape dataset at the first data record, or on a read block ID command used to establish the tape position.

S137 - 1C - An invalid trailer label was read during end of volume.

S137 - 20 - An invalid header label was read during end of volume.

S137 - 24 - A specific volume serial number was specified for the second or subsequent volume of an output dataset on magnetic tape. During EOV processing, it was discovered that the expiration date (from the HDR1 label of the first dataset currently on the specified volume) had not passed. When requested to specify whether the volume could be used in spite of the expiration date, the operator did not reply 'U'. Ask the operator to reply 'U' or specify another volume serial.

S137 - 28 - The operator replied 'M' (reject vol1 label rewrite) to message IEC704A.

S137 - 2C - The input volume contains an ISCII/ASCII volume label with a standard version label that is not 1 or 3.

S137 - 30 - A label violated the published standard for the label, and the label validation exit requested OPEN/EOV to reject the volume.

S137 - 38 - An I/O error occurred while processing a read block ID to establish the tape position.

S138 - The error occurred during the execution of an ENQ macro. Two ENQ macros were issued for the same resource in the same task without an intervening DEQ macro. The second ENQ macro did not specify TEST, USE, or have in its RET operand.

S13E - The task which created a subtask has issued a detach for that subtask, specifying STAE=NO, before that subtask has terminated.

S14F - The routine attempted to execute the STATUS macro instruction for other than the STOP, STOP SYNCH, or START function and was not in supervisor key (0-7).

S16E - The control program requested that a DEBCHK function be performed on a data extent block obtained from the DCB passed by the program. That function could not be completed. ***If the register 15 return code is available, supply it in the*** ***S16E operand for more specific information: H ABEND O(S16E-RC)**

S16E - 04 - The indicated DEB pointer is not in the DEB table. A DEB whose address is not in the DEB table cannot be verified, deleted, or purged.

S16E - 08 - Invalid type specified (macro not issued). Acceptable types are ADD, DELETE, VERIFY, and PURGE.
S16E - 10 - DEBCBDA BAD does not point to DCB. It is normally assumed that the DCBDEBAD field of the DCB points to the DEB, but the DEBCBDA BAD field of the DEB must point to the DCB when TYPE=VERIFY, ADD, or DELETE.

S16E - 14 - AM value does not equal DEBAMTYP value. When a DEB pointer is added to the table, the access method pointer (AM) value, if given is placed in the DEBAMTYP field of the DEB. If no AM value is coded, a 0 is inserted in the field. Subsequent DEBCCHKS issued to verify or delete that DEB pointer must either specify the same AM value or omit the operand. When the operand is omitted, no comparison is made.

S16E - 18 - DEB not on TCB chain for TYPE = ADD. Before the DEB pointer can be added to the table, the DEB itself must be queued on the current TCB DEB chain.

S16E - 1C - DEBAMTYP or DEBTOF = 0 for TYPE = ADD. Values other than 0 indicate a pointer to this DEB already exists in the DEB table.

S16E - 20 - DEB table contains 32760 bytes and TYPE = ADD. The current DEB table does not have space for this new DEB pointer. To increase the table size by the required increment of 24 would cause the table to exceed its maximum size.

S171 - The real storage manager was invoked with a request for a PGFIX, PGFREE, PGLoad, or PGOUT service and the request was illegal or invalid. The request is considered to be illegal if the storage range specified by the input parameters does not exist (a GETMAIN was not issued for it).
Note: The meanings of the contents of general registers 11, 12, 13, and 14 are provided for diagnostic purposes in the full description of this ABEND in the system codes manual.
***If the register 15 return code is available, supply it in the***
***S171 operand for more specific information: H ABEND O(S171-RC)***
--Possible cause--
Input parameter error in virtual subarea list (VSL):
- VSL not on a fullword boundary.
- VSL not in fixed storage.
- Undefined or conflicting option flags.
End address of range not greater than beginning address.
An option was specified which is not supported by MVS. These are RSAOPT and EBCBIND.
- VSL is store protected from the caller.
Input parameter error on ECB:
- ECB not on fullword boundary.
- ECB is store-protected from caller.
- ECB not specified for PGFIX.
- ECB specified for PGOUT.

S171 - 04 - The error was detected by the page services routine. This generally indicates that the caller did not own the virtual storage defined by the VSL list entry.

S171 - 16 - The input VSL or ECB failed to pass the page services interface validity check.
S178 - GETMAIN ERROR. AN AUTHORIZED PROGRAM REQUESTED VIRTUAL STORAGE THAT REQUIRES MORE REAL STORAGE THAN IS AVAILABLE.
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***
***S178 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S178-RC)***

S178 - 04 - NOT ENOUGH REAL STORAGE FOR SPACE IN SQA SUBPOOL.

S178 - 08 - NOT ENOUGH REAL STORAGE FOR SPACE IN FIXED CSA SUBPOOL.

S178 - 0C - NOT ENOUGH REAL STORAGE FOR SPACE IN LSQA SUBPOOL.

S178 - 1C - LSQA REQUEST FAILED - PAGE TABLE PAGED OUT.

S178 - 20 - AUTHORIZED PRIVATE REQUEST FAILED - PAGE TABLE PAGED OUT.

S201 - THE WAIT MACRO EXPANSION CONTAINED AN INVALID EVENT CONTROL BLOCK (ECB) ADDRESS OR THE PROGRAM IS NOT IN THE SAME KEY AS THE ECB.

S202 - THE POST MACRO INSTRUCTION ENCOUNTERED AN ERROR WHILE PROCESSING AN EVENT CONTROL BLOCK (ECB).
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***
***S202 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S202-RC)***

S202 - 00 - THE CONTROL PROGRAM FOUND AN INVALID REQUEST BLOCK (RB) ADDRESS IN THE 3 LOW-ORDER BYTES OF THE ECB SPECIFIED IN A WAIT MACRO. THE RB ADDRESS MUST REMAIN IN THE ECB UNTIL A POST IS ISSUED.

S202 - 04 - THE WAITING RB IS NOT ENABLED FOR INTERRUPTS.

S202 - 08 - FOR A POST IN A USER KEY AND A WAIT IN A SYSTEM KEY, THE ECB TO BE POSTED DOES NOT MATCH ANY ECB BEING WAITED ON.

S202 - 0C - FOR A WAIT IN A USER KEY, THE ECB ADDRESS IS INVALID.

S204 - 00 - (00 IS THE ONLY POSSIBLE RETURN CODE ASSOCIATED WITH S204) GETMAIN ERROR. NOT ENOUGH REAL STORAGE AVAILABLE TO BACK A MINIMUM NUMBER OF VSM CELLS (IN LSQA) DURING LOCAL CELL POOL EXPANSION.

S205 - 00 - (00 IS THE ONLY POSSIBLE RETURN CODE ASSOCIATED WITH S205) GETMAIN ERROR. NOT ENOUGH REAL STORAGE AVAILABLE TO BACK A MINIMUM NUMBER OF VSM CELLS (IN LSQA) DURING LOCAL CELL POOL EXPANSION.

S206 - THE ADDRESS OF THE PARAMETER LIST, OR ONE OF THE PARAMETERS PASSED TO A LINK, LOAD, XCTL, OR DELETE MACRO WAS INVALID.

S20A - 00 - (00 IS THE ONLY POSSIBLE RETURN CODE ASSOCIATED WITH S20A) GETMAIN ERROR. NOT ENOUGH REAL STORAGE AVAILABLE TO BACK A MINIMUM NUMBER OF VSM CELLS (IN LSQA) DURING LOCAL CELL POOL EXPANSION.

S213 - DSCB NOT FOUND; I/O ERROR IN READING OR WRITING DSCB.
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***
***S213 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S213-RC)***
--POSSIBLE CAUSE--
THE DATA SET IS NOT ON THE SPECIFIED VOLUME
DISP = MOD IS NOT COMPATIBLE WITH A VOLUME REFERENCE
INCORRECT TAPE POSITIONING
S213 - 04 - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED READING THE FORMAT-1 DSCB, OR THE FORMAT-1 DSCB COULD NOT BE FOUND ON THE FIRST VOLUME SPECIFIED BY THE DD STATEMENT VOLUME SERIAL FIELD.

S213 - 08 - AN OPEN MACRO WAS ISSUED FOR A PASSWORD PROTECTED DATASET BUT THE SYSTEM WAS UNABLE TO LOCATE THE PASSWORD DATASET.

S213 - 0C - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED READING A FORMAT-1 DSCB FOR A DIRECT OR INDEXED SEQUENTIAL DATASET, OR THE FORMAT-1 DSCB COULD NOT BE FOUND ON THE VOLUME SPECIFIED BY THE DD STATEMENT.

S213 - 18 - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED WRITING BACK A FORMAT-1 DSCB.

S213 - 20 - DURING AN OPEN, A VOLUME CONTAINED MORE THAN 16 EXTENTS OF THE INDICATED DATASET. GOOD LUCK FIGURING THIS ONE OUT! (SAM ACCESS OF AN ICF VSAM COMPONENT, PERHAPS?)

S213 - 24 - DURING AN OPEN, A VOLUME HAD A TYPE OF SPLIT CYLINDER ALLOCATION NOT SUPPORTED UNDER OS. POSSIBLE DOS VOLUME.

S213 - 28 - AN OPEN MACRO WAS ISSUED FOR A DIRECT ACCESS DATASET SPECIFYING UNIT=SYSDA, BUT THE UNIT ALREADY CONTAINED 127 USERS, WHICH IS THE MAXIMUM NUMBER ALLOWED.

S213 - 2C - THE FORMAT-1 DSCB NOT FOUND INSTALLATION EXIT MODULE ENCOUNTERED AN ERROR.

S213 - 30 - AN ATTEMPT WAS MADE TO OPEN A PDS FOR OUTPUT, DISP=SHR. THE PDS IS ALREADY OPEN IN THIS CONDITION.

S213 - 38 - WHEN OPENING A PDSE THE KEYLENGTH WAS NOT ZERO (0), OR THE KEYLENGTH WAS NOT ZERO (0) OR EIGHT (8) FOR DIRECTORY INPUT.

S213 - 3C - WHEN OPENING A PDSE THE RECFM IN THE DCB WAS DIFFERENT FROM THE RECFM ALREADY IN THE FORMAT-1 DSCB IN THE VTOC.

S213 - 40 - WHEN OPENING A PDSE, MACRF=(E) WAS SPECIFIED. ACCESS OF A PDSE BY EXCP IS NOT SUPPORTED.

S213 - 48 - OPEN DETECTED A BAD RETURN CODE FROM THE EXTENDED CACHE ATTRIBUTE FACILITY.

S213 - 4C - WHEN OPENING A PDSE DSORG=PS WAS SPECIFIED, BUT NO MEMBER WAS SPECIFIED.

S213 - 50 - OPEN DETECTED AN ERROR RETURN CODE FROM AN SMS SERVICE WHILE PROCESSING A PDSE.

S213 - 58 - AN ATTEMPT WAS MADE TO CHANGE THE DSORG OF AN SMS-MANAGED DATA SET TO UNMOVEABLE WHICH IS NOT ALLOWED ON SMS-MANAGED VOLUMES.

S213 - 60 - OPEN DETECTED AN ERROR RETURN CODE FROM THE RESIDENT CONVERT ROUTINE WHILE PROCESSING A PDSE DATA SET.

S213 - 64 - AN INCORRECT OPEN OPTION WAS SPECIFIED FOR A PDSE DATA SET.
S213 - 68 - AN OPEN FOR A PDSE WAS ISSUED WITH RECFM=FB AND LRECL=0.

S213 - 6C - AN OPEN FOR A PDSE WAS ISSUED REQUESTING QSAM UPDATE BUT LOCATE MODE WAS NOT SPECIFIED IN MACRF.

S213 - 70 - OPEN DETECTED A CROSS SYSTEM SHARE CONFLICT FOR THE PDSE.

S214 - I/O ERROR IN TAPE POSITIONING OR VOLUME DISPOSITION
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***
***S214 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S214-RC)***

S214 - 04 - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED READING A USER LABEL ON MAGNETIC TAPE.

S214 - 08 - AN I/O ERROR POSITIONING A MAGNETIC TAPE VOLUME DURING EXECUTION OF A CLOSE MACRO.

S214 - 0C - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED WHILE PROCESSING A READ BLOCK ID COMMAND TO ESTABLISH THE TAPE POSITION.

S214 - 10 - THE NUMBER OF BLOCKS PROCESSED ACCORDING TO THE TAPE POSITION DOES NOT MATCH THE DCB BLOCK COUNT.

S222 - EITHER THE OPERATOR OR THE JOB ENTRY SUBSYSTEM CANCELLED THE JOB. CHECK THE JOB LOG LISTING FOR MORE INFORMATION. IF THERE IS NO APPARENT EXPLANATION, CONTACT OPERATIONS BEFORE RESUBMITTING.
--POSSIBLE CAUSE--
LINE OR CARD ESTIMATE EXCEEDED
JCL ERROR CAUSED MOUNT REQUEST FOR INVALID OR NON-EXISTING VOLUME REQUESTED DEVICES NOT CURRENTLY AVAILABLE (JOB MAY BE REQUEUED)

S233 - INVALID PARAMETERS HAVE BEEN PASSED TO SVC DUMP.
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***
***S233 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S233-RC)***

S233 - 04 - THE ADDRESS OF THE PARAMETER LIST IS ZERO.

S233 - 08 - THE PARAMETER LIST IS NOT A VALID SVC DUMP OR SNAP PARAMETER LIST FOR MVS.

S233 - 0C - THE CALLER-SUPPLIED DATASET IS ON AN UNSUPPORTED DEVICE.

S233 - 10 - IN A USER-SUPPLIED STORAGE RANGE, THE START ADDRESS IS GREATER THAN THE END ADDRESS.

S233 - 14 - THE USER-SUPPLIED DATA (FOR HDR= OR HDRAD=) IS GREATER THAN 100 CHARACTERS.

S233 - 18 - THE 4K SQA BUFFER HAS BEEN REQUESTED (BUFFER=YES) BUT IT IS NOT SERIALIZED (BY SETTING ON THE HIGH ORDER BIT IN CVTSDBF)

S233 - 1C - THE PARAMETER LIST OR WHAT IT POINTS TO IS IN THE 4K SQA BUFFER.

S233 - 20 - THE USER SUPPLIED A DCB ADDRESS AND THE DCB IS NOT OPEN, OR THE DCB ADDRESS IS INVALID.
S233 - 24 - THE SPECIFIED ASID PARAMETER WAS SYNTACTICALLY INVALID.
THE ASID WAS LESS THAN ZERO, OR GREATER THAN THE MAXIMUM VALUE.

S233 - 28 - AN ASID SPECIFIED IN THE ASID LIST POINTED TO BY THE
ASIDLST PARAMETER WAS SYNTACTICALLY INVALID. THE ASID WAS LESS
THAN ZERO, OR GREATER THAN THE MAXIMUM VALUE.

S233 - 2C - THE ASIDLST ADDRESS IS ZERO, OR POINTS TO AN AREA THAT
THE USER CANNOT REFERECE.

S233 - 38 - THE CALLER SPECIFIED THE 4K SQA BUFFER (BUFFER=YES) BUT
AN SVC DUMP WAS ALREADY IN PROGRESS.

S237 - THE ERROR OCCURRED DURING END-OF-VOLUME LABEL VERIFICATION.
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***
***S237 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S237-RC)**
--POSSIBLE CAUSE--
INCORRECT VOLUME SERIAL
INCORRECT VOLUME MOUNTED
INCORRECT LABELS

S237 - 04 - THE BLOCK COUNT IN THE DCB DOES NOT MATCH THAT IN THE
TRAILER LABEL. A BLOCK OF DATA HAS BEEN MISSED OR SKIPPED.

S237 - 08 - THE DSNAME IN A HEADER LABEL DOES NOT MATCH THAT IN THE
JFCB ON THE SECOND OR SUBSEQUENT VOLUME OF A MAGNETIC TAPE DATASET.
VERIFY THAT THE CORRECT VOLUME AND DSNAME WERE SPECIFIED.

S237 - 0C - THE NUMBER OF BLOCKS PROCESSED, WHICH IS DETERMINED BY THE
POSITION OF THE TAPE, DOES NOT MATCH THE DCB BLOCK COUNT.

S23E - THE ERROR WAS DETECTED DURING EXECUTION OF A DETACH MACRO
INSTRUCTION. EITHER 1) THE PARAMETER PASSED TO DETACH IN REGISTER
1 WAS NOT A FULLWORD ADDRESS, 2) THE STORAGE KEY OF THAT ADDRESS
DID NOT MATCH THAT OF THE ISSUER OF THE DETACH, OR 3) THE
PARAMETER CONTAINED IN THE ADDRESSED FULLWORD OF THE ISSUER WAS
NOT THE ADDRESS OF A SUBTASK OF THE ISSUER OF THE DETACH.

S240 - AN ERROR OCCURRED DURING EXECUTION OF A RDJFCB MACRO.
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***
***S240 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S240-RC)**

S240 - 04 - A RDJFCB MACRO INSTRUCTION WAS ISSUED, BUT THE DCB DID NOT
CONTAIN A FOUNDATION EXTENSION BLOCK.

S240 - 08 - A RDJFCB MACRO INSTRUCTION WAS ISSUED, BUT NO EXLST ADDRESS
WAS FOUND IN THE DCB.

S240 - 0C - A RDJFCB MACRO INSTRUCTION WAS ISSUED, BUT NO JFCB EXIT
WAS SPECIFIED IN THE DCB EXIT LIST.

S240 - 10 - A RDJFCB MACRO INSTRUCTION WAS ISSUED, BUT THE JFCB BUFFER
IS NOT WITHIN THE USER'S STORAGE.

S278 - 00 - (00 IS THE ONLY POSSIBLE RETURN CODE ASSOCIATED WITH S278)
GETMAIN ERROR. NOT ENOUGH REAL STORAGE AVAILABLE TO BACK A MINIMUM
NUMBER OF VSM CELLS (IN LSQA) DURING LOCAL CELL POOL EXPANSION.
S2F3 -  
**JOB WAS BEING EXECUTED WHEN SYSTEM FAILURE OCCURRED** - 
A SYSTEM RESTART WAS PERFORMED.

S300 -  
AN ERROR WAS DETECTED WHEN AN I/O OPERATION WAS REQUESTED; 
* EITHER THE IOBM FIELD IN THE I/O BLOCK (IOB) IS HIGHER THAN THE 
MAXIMUM EXTENT COUNT (DEBNMEXT) IN THE DATA EXTENT BLOCK (DEB) OR 
* THE STORAGE PROTECTION KEY OF THE DATA EXTENT BLOCK WAS NOT ZERO 
OR THE DEB VALIDITY CHECK ROUTINE RETURNED TO EXCP WITH A NON 
ZERO RETURN CODE. IN THE ABNORMAL TERMINATION DUMP, THE TCB FIELD 
TCBEXCPD (AT OFFSET C0) POINTS TO THE EXCP PROBLEM DETERMINATION 
AREA. THE ITEMS IN THE PROBLEM DETERMINATION AREA OF GREATEST 
INTEREST TO YOU ARE: (ALL OFFSETS IN HEX) 
- OFFSET 10 CONTAINS A COPY OF THE REGISTERS WHEN EXCP DETERMINED 
THE ERROR CONDITION. 
- OFFSET 50 CONTAINS THE CONTENTS OF THE REQUEST QUEUE ELEMENT 
(RQE) IF ALLOCATED, WHEN THE PROGRAM CHECK OCCURRED. 
POSSIBLE CAUSES OF A NON-ZERO RETURN CODE FROM IFGDEBCK ARE: 
- THE DEBTABLE DOES NOT EXIST. 
- THE DEBTBLOF VALUE IN THE DEB IS LESS THAN ONE OR GREATER THAN 
THE NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN THE DEBTABLE. 
- THE DEB ADDRESS FROM THE DCB DOES NOT MATCH ANY DEBTABLE ENTRY.

S301 -  
AN ECB SPECIFIED IN A WAIT MACRO ALREADY HAD ITS WAIT FLAG ON.

S305 -  
THE ERROR OCCURRED DURING EXECUTION OF A FREEMAIN MACRO: 
- THE SPECIFIED SUBPOOL COULD NOT BE FOUND. 
- THE SP PARAMETER WAS SPECIFIED BUT THE VIRTUAL STORAGE AREA 
TO BE RELEASED WAS NOT WITHIN THE SUBPOOL SPECIFIED. 
- THE SP PARAMETER WAS NOT SPECIFIED BUT THE VIRTUAL STORAGE 
AREA TO BE RELEASED WAS NOT WITHIN SUBPOOL ZERO. 
- THE SP PARAMETER WAS SPECIFIED CORRECTLY, BUT THE BOUNDARIES 
OF THE STORAGE AREAS TO BE FREED WERE NOT COMPLETELY DESCRIBED 
BY A DESCRIPTOR QUEUE ELEMENT. 
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE*** 
***S305 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S305-RC)***

S305 - 08 -  SQA STORAGE IS NOT IN THE SUBPOOL SPECIFIED.

S305 - 0C -  CSA STORAGE IS NOT IN THE SUBPOOL SPECIFIED.

S305 - 10 -  LSQA STORAGE IS NOT IN THE SUBPOOL SPECIFIED.

S305 - 18 -  PRIVATE AREA SUBPOOL NOT FOUND.

S305 - 1C -  ZERO LENGTH WAS NOT SPECIFIED ON A SUBPOOL FREEMAIN.

S306 -  
THE ERROR OCCURRED DURING THE EXECUTION OF THE LINK, XCTL, 
ATTACH, OR LOAD SERVICE ROUTINES. THE AUTHORIZED ROUTINE REQUESTED 
A MODULE WHICH COULD NOT BE FOUND ON AN AUTHORIZED LIBRARY, BUT A 
COPY OF THE MODULE MAY HAVE BEEN FOUND ON A NONAUTHORIZED LIBRARY. 
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE*** 
***S306 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S306-RC)***

S306 - 04 -  THE REQUESTED PROGRAM WAS NOT FOUND IN THE INDICATED SOURCE. 
THAT IS, IT WAS FOUND IN AN UNAUTHORIZED LIBRARY.
S306 - 08 - AN UNCORRECTABLE I/O ERROR OCCURRED WHEN THE CONTROL PROGRAM ATTEMPTED TO SEARCH THE DIRECTORY OF THE LIBRARY CONTAINING THE MODULE, OR THE MODULE IS NOT RE-ENTRANT.

S306 - 0C - THE MODULE COULD NOT BE FOUND IN THE LPA OR IN THE LPA DIRECTORY OR AN AUTHORIZED LIBRARY.

S306 - 10 - A LOAD MACRO REQUESTED A MODULE REQUIRING PAGE ALIGNMENT WITH GLOBAL=(YES,F) SPECIFIED.

S306 - 20 - A JOB STEP MODULE WAS FOUND IN AN UNAUTHORIZED LNKLST LIBRARY WHEN AN APF AUTHORIZED MODULE WAS REQUIRED.

S306 - 24 - AN AUTHORIZED SERVICE ATTEMPTED TO ACCESS A NON-REENTRANT LOAD MODULE WHICH WAS LOADED FROM AN AUTHORIZED LIBRARY BY AN UNAUTHORIZED CALLER. ANOTHER COPY OF THE MODULE COULD NOT BE FOUND.

S306 - 30 - THE USER WAS DENIED ACCESS TO THE PROGRAM BY THE SYSTEM AUTHORIZATION FACILITY.

S306 - 34 - THE USER ATTEMPTED TO USE A PROGRAM WHILE A PROGRAM-ACCESSSED DATA SET WAS OPEN.

S30A - THE ERROR OCCURRED DURING EXECUTION OF AN R-FORM FREEMAIN MACRO FOR ONE OF THE FOLLOWING REASONS:
- A FREEMAIN FOR AN ENTIRE SUBPOOL WAS REQUESTED (REGISTER 1 WAS ZERO) BUT THE LENGTH IN REGISTER 0 WAS NOT SET TO ZERO.
- THE SPECIFIED SUBPOOL COULD NOT BE FOUND.
- THE SP PARAMETER WAS SPECIFIED, BUT THE VIRTUAL STORAGE AREA TO BE RELEASED WAS NOT WITHIN THE SUBPOOL SPECIFIED.
- THE SP PARAMETER WAS NOT SPECIFIED, BUT THE VIRTUAL STORAGE AREA TO BE RELEASED WAS NOT WITHIN SUBPOOL ZERO.
- THE SP PARAMETER WAS SPECIFIED CORRECTLY, BUT THE BOUNDARIES OF THE STORAGE AREAS TO BE FREED WERE NOT COMPLETELY DESCRIBED BY A DESCRIPTOR QUEUE ELEMENT (DQE).
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***
***S30A OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S30A-RC)***

S30A - 08 - SQA STORAGE IS NOT IN THE SUBPOOL SPECIFIED.

S30A - 0C - CSA STORAGE IS NOT IN THE SUBPOOL SPECIFIED.

S30A - 10 - LSQA STORAGE IS NOT IN THE SUBPOOL SPECIFIED.

S30A - 14 - PRIVATE STORAGE IS NOT IN THE SUBPOOL SPECIFIED.

S30A - 18 - PRIVATE AREA SUBPOOL NOT FOUND.

S30A - 1C - ZERO LENGTH WAS NOT SPECIFIED ON A SUBPOOL FREEMAIN.

S30A - 20 - FOR A CSA STORAGE FREEMAIN, THE AREA TO BE FREED IS LARGER THAN WAS SPECIFIED ON THE ORIGINAL GETMAIN, OR THE FREEMAIN START ADDRESS IS NOT VALID.
S30A - 24 - FOR A PRIVATE STORAGE FREEMAIN, THE AREA TO BE FREED IS LARGER THAN WAS SPECIFIED ON THE ORIGINAL GETMAIN, OR THE FREEMAIN START ADDRESS IS NOT VALID.

S313 - AN ABEND OCCURRED WHILE OPENING A DASD DATA SET BECAUSE OF A VTOC I/O ERROR OR A SYSTEM LOGIC ERROR. ***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE*** ***S313 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S313-RC)**

S313 - 04 - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED READING A FORMAT-2 OR FORMAT-3 DSCB DURING THE EXECUTION OF AN OPEN MACRO.

S313 - 08 - OPEN RECEIVED A NON-ZERO RETURN CODE FROM DASD CALCULATION SERVICES (DCS) WHILE TRYING TO GET A SYSTEM-DETERMINED BLOCKSIZE.

S314 - I/O ERROR IN READING DSCB ***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE*** ***S314 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S314-RC)** **--POSSIBLE CAUSE-- SORIN JCL GAVE WRONG BLOCK SIZE FOR A VARIABLE RECORD

S314 - 04 - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED READING A DSCB FOR A DATASET ON A DIRECT ACCESS DEVICE DURING EXECUTION OF A CLOSE MACRO.

S314 - 08 - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED READING A FORMAT-1 DSCB DURING EXECUTION OF A CLOSE MACRO AND STANDARD USER LABELS WERE SPECIFIED.

S317 - AN OCCURRED DURING A BSAM CLOSE TYPE=T MACRO FOR A DASD FILE. ***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE*** ***S317 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S317-RC)**

S317 - 04 - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED READING A FORMAT-1 DSCB DURING EXECUTION OF A BSAM CLOSE TYPE=T MACRO INSTRUCTION.

S317 - 08 - THE DSCB READ DURING EXECUTION OF A BSAM CLOSE TYPE=T MACRO INSTRUCTION DID NOT HAVE THE EXPECTED FORMAT-1 OR FORMAT-4 FORMAT ID.

S322 - JOB OR STEP TIME EXCEEDED THE SPECIFIED LIMIT PROGRAM IS IN A LOOP INSUFFICIENT TIME PARAMETER ON JOB OR EXEC CARD

S32D - ADDRESS IN SEGMENT TABLE OR ENTRY TABLE OUTSIDE OF STORAGE FOR JOB STEP AN OVERLAY PROGRAM WAS FOUND TO CONTAIN A RECORD OF INCORRECT LENGTH, OR AN I/O ERROR WAS ENCOUNTERED - RE-LINKEDIT IT

S337 - THE ERROR OCCURRED WHEN THE END OF A DATA SET WAS REACHED. ***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE*** ***S337 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S337-RC)** **--POSSIBLE CAUSE-- NO END OF DATA ROUTINE WAS PROVIDED TRIED TO READ PAST END OF FILE TRIED TO WRITE ON A TAPE DEFINED AS INPUT

S337 - 04 - THE END OF DATASET WAS REACHED, BUT NO END-OF-DATASET ROUTINE (EODAD) WAS SPECIFIED IN THE DCB.
S337 - 08 - NO END-OF-DATASET ROUTINE (EODAD) SPECIFIED IN THE DCB FOR DD DUMMY DATASET.

S338 - AN UNAUTHORIZED TASK ATTEMPTED TO USE AUTHORIZED OPTIONS OF THE ENQ MACRO INSTRUCTION.

S33E - A DETACH MACRO INSTRUCTION SPECIFYING THE STAE=YES OPERAND HAS BEEN ISSUED BY THE ORIGINATING TASK, BUT THE SPECIFIED SUBTASK HAS NOT COMPLETED EXECUTION.

--POSSIBLE CAUSE--
THIS MAY OR MAY NOT BE AN ERROR. IF YOU INTEND FOR THE SUBTASK TO COMPLETE PROCESSING BEFORE IT IS DETACHED, USE THE ECB OR EXTR OPERAND ON THE ATTACH MACRO INSTRUCTION THAT CREATES THE SUBTASK TO ACHIEVE SYNCHRONIZATION.

S378 - THE ERROR OCCURRED DURING EXECUTION OF AN RC OR RU FORM FREEMAIN MACRO.
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***
***S378 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S378-RC)***

--POSSIBLE CAUSE--
A FREEMAIN FOR AN ENTIRE SUBPOOL WAS REQUESTED (REGISTER 1 WAS ZERO) BUT THE LENGTH IN REGISTER 0 WAS NOT SET TO ZERO.
The specified subpool could not be found.
The SP parameter was specified, but the virtual storage area to be released was not within the subpool specified.
The SP parameter was not specified, but the virtual storage area to be released was not within subpool zero.
The SP parameter was specified correctly, but the boundaries of the storage area to be freed were not completely described by the descriptor queue element (DQE).

S378 - 08 - SQA STORAGE IS NOT IN THE SUBPOOL SPECIFIED.

S378 - 0C - CSA STORAGE IS NOT IN THE SUBPOOL SPECIFIED.

S378 - 10 - LSQA STORAGE IS NOT IN THE SUBPOOL SPECIFIED.

S378 - 14 - PRIVATE AREA STORAGE IS NOT IN THE SUBPOOL SPECIFIED.

S378 - 18 - PRIVATE AREA SUBPOOL NOT FOUND.

S378 - 1C - ZERO LENGTH WAS NOT SPECIFIED ON A SUBPOOL FREEMAIN.

S400 - THE DCB IN THE DEB DOES NOT EQUAL THE DCB ADDRESS IN THE IOB.
IN THE ABNORMAL TERMINATION DUMP, THE TCB FIELD TCBEXCPD (AT OFFSET C0) POINTS TO THE EXCP PROBLEM DETERMINATION AREA. THE ITEMS IN THE PROBLEM DETERMINATION AREA OF GREATEST INTEREST TO YOU ARE: (ALL OFFSETS IN HEX)
- OFFSET 10 CONTAINS A COPY OF THE REGISTERS WHEN EXCP DETERMINED THE ERROR CONDITION.
- OFFSET 50 CONTAINS THE CONTENTS OF THE REQUEST QUEUE ELEMENT (RQE) IF ALLOCATED, WHEN THE PROGRAM CHECK OCCURRED.
S402 - THE EVENTS POST MACRO INSTRUCTION ENCOUNTERED AN ERROR WHILE PROCESSING AN EVENT CONTROL BLOCK (ECB).
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***
***S402 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S402-RC)***

S402 - 00 - THE CONTROL PROGRAM FOUND AN INVALID EVENTS TABLE ADDRESS IN THE 3 LOW-ORDER BYTES OF THE ECB SPECIFIED.

S402 - 04 - THE WAITING RB IS NOT ENABLED FOR INTERRUPTS.

S402 - 08 - FOR A WAIT OR POST IN A USER KEY, THE ECB ADDRESS IS INVALID.

S406 - THE REQUESTED LOAD MODULE WAS MARKED BY THE LINKAGE EDITOR AS ONLY LOADABLE.

S40A - AN R-FORM FREEMAIN MACRO IS ATTEMPTING TO FREE AN ENTIRE SUBPOOL THAT SHOULD NOT BE FREEMAINED.
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***
***S40A OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S40A-RC)***

S40A - 04 - ATTEMPTING TO FREEMAIN A SUBPOOL THAT CANNOT BE SUBPOOL FREEMAINED.

S40A - 08 - A PROBLEM PROGRAM IS TRYING TO FREE SUBPOOL ZERO.

S40D - THIS COMPLETION CODE IS FOUND ONLY IN ASCBS. BECAUSE OF RECURSIVE ERRORS TRYING TO TERMINATE A TASK IT BECAME NECESSARY TO TERMINATE THE MEMORY. THE RTM ATTEMPTS TO TERMINATE THE ADDRESS SPACE. A DUMP MAY HAVE BEEN TAKEN TO THE SYS1.DUMP DATASET.

S413 - INPUT, INOUT, OR RDBACK SPECIFIED, BUT NO VOL SER IN DD; I/O ERROR IN READING VOLUME LABEL; COULD NOT MOUNT VOLUME ON DEVICE; VOLUMES SPECIFIED LESS THAN DEVICES ALLOCATED.
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***
***S413 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S413-RC)***

S413 - 04 - NO UNIT IS AVAILABLE FOR MOUNTING THE VOLUME FOR THE DATASET BEING OPENED. THE VOLUME ALREADY ON THE ALLOCATED UNIT AS SPECIFIED BY THE VOL=SER IS EITHER PERMANENTLY RESIDENT OR RESERVED. IT COULD NOT BE DEMOUNTED IN ORDER TO MOUNT THE REQUIRED VOLUME, OR THE VOLUME CANNOT BE DEMOUNTED BECAUSE ANOTHER DCB IS OPEN ON THAT DEVICE OR THE DEVICE TYPE IS INCOMPATIBLE WITH THE DSORG IN THE DCB. THIS ERROR MAY BE DUE TO A PREVIOUS ABNORMAL TERMINATION ASSOCIATED WITH THE SAME UNIT IN THE SAME STEP.
S413 - 08 - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED POSITIONING A MAGNETIC TAPE VOLUME.

S413 - 0C - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED READING THE VOLUME LABEL ON A MAGNETIC TAPE VOLUME.

S413 - 10 - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED WRITING A TAPE MARK.

S413 - 18 - THE SPECIFIED DATASET WAS OPENED FOR INPUT, BUT NO VOLUME SERIAL NUMBER WAS SPECIFIED ON THE DD STATEMENT.

S413 - 1C - AN OPEN MACRO WAS ISSUED FOR A DATASET, BUT THE VOLUME SEQUENCE NUMBER ON THE ASSOCIATED DD STATEMENT WAS GREATER THAN THE NUMBER OF VOLUMES CONTAINING THE DATASET.

S413 - 20 - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED READING THE VOLUME LABEL OR FORMAT-4 DSCB ON A DIRECT ACCESS VOLUME.

S413 - 24 - AN OPEN MACRO WAS ISSUED FOR A DATASET ON MAGNETIC TAPE. A DENSITY WAS SPECIFIED IN THE DCB DEN PARAMETER WHICH WAS INCOMPATIBLE WITH THE RECORDING DENSITY OF THE DRIVE ALLOCATED TO THE DATASET.

S413 - 28 - NON-ZERO RETURN CODE FROM OPEN DAVV (DIRECT ACCESS VOLUME VERIFICATION) MODULE AFTER A IEFSSREQ MACRO INSTRUCTION. THIS CODE INDICATES THE SUBSYSTEM DISCOVERED A FUNCTIONAL OR LOGICAL ERROR THAT IT COULD NOT PROCESS.

S413 - 2C - ERROR DURING MSS MOUNT, DEMOUNT, ACQUIRE OR RELINQUISH.

S413 - 30 - THE MSS HARDWARE MOUNTED THE WRONG VIRTUAL VOLUME.

S413 - 34 - LABEL=(N) WAS SPECIFIED, WHERE N IS GREATER THAN 1, AND VOL=SER WAS NOT SPECIFIED FOR A TAPE DATASET.

S413 - 38 - DURING A READ BLOCK ID COMMAND TO ESTABLISH THE TAPE POSITION, AN ERROR OCCURRED.

S413 - 40 - THE DEVICE DOES NOT SUPPORT THE RECORDING MODE REQUESTED BY THE USER OR DETERMINED BY THE SYSTEM.

S413 - 44 - THE TAPE VOLUME DOES NOT CONFORM TO THE SINGLE RECORDING MODE RULES. FOR INPUT, THE VIOLATION OCCURRED WHEN THE TAPE WAS WRITTEN WHEN THE RULES COULD NOT BE ENFORCED. FOR OUTPUT, THE ABEND PREVENTS ANY VIOLATION FROM HAPPENING.

S414 - AN ERROR OCCURRED DURING CLOSE PROCESSING FOR A DATASET ON A DIRECT ACCESS DEVICE.

***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***
***S414 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S414-RC)***

S414 - 04 - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED WRITING A DSCB DURING CLOSE OF A DASD FILE.

S414 - 08 - FOR A QSAM DATA SET EITHER AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED WHILE FLUSHING THE BUFFERS DURING CLOSE PROCESSING, OR A CLOSE WAS ISSUED IN THE CALLER'S SYNAD ROUTINE.
S417 - 04 - (04 IS THE ONLY POSSIBLE RETURN CODE ASSOCIATED WITH S417) 
AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED WRITING AN UPDATED FORMAT-1 DSCB DURING 
THE EXECUTION OF A BSAM CLOSE TYPE=T MACRO INSTRUCTION.

S437 - AN ERROR OCCURRED DURING END-OF-VOLUME. 
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE*** 
***S437 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S437-RC)**

S437 - 08 - WHEN FEOV WAS ISSUED, THE DCB POINTER WAS INVALID.

S437 - 0C - DEB NOT IN DEB TABLE.

S478 - AN RC-FORM OR RU-FORM FREEMAIN MACRO IS ATTEMPTING TO FREE AN 
ENTIRE SUBPOOL THAT SHOULD NOT BE FREEMAINED. 
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE*** 
***S478 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S478-RC)**

S478 - 04 - ATTEMPTING TO FREEMAIN A SUBPOOL THAT CANNOT BE SUBPOOL 
FREEMAINED.

S478 - 08 - A PROBLEM PROGRAM IS TRYING TO FREE SUBPOOL ZERO.

S502 - DURING EXECUTION OF A POST MACRO INSTRUCTION, THE CONTROL 
PROGRAM FOUND THAT THE EVENTS TABLE SPECIFIED IN THE ECB HAD NO 
AVAILABLE ENTRIES TO CONTAIN THE POSTED ECB ADDRESS.

S504 - 04 - (04 IS THE ONLY POSSIBLE RETURN CODE ASSOCIATED WITH S504) 
AT LEAST ONE OVERLAP AMONGST LENGTH LIST, ADDRESS LIST AND 
PARAMETER LIST AT GETMAIN EXECUTION TIME.

S505 - 04 - (04 IS THE ONLY POSSIBLE RETURN CODE ASSOCIATED WITH S505) 
AT LEAST ONE OVERLAP AMONGST LENGTH LIST, ADDRESS LIST AND 
PARAMETER LIST AT FREEMAIN EXECUTION TIME.

S513 - THE ERROR OCCURRED DURING EXECUTION OF AN OPEN MACRO 
INSTRUCTION FOR A DATA SET ON MAGNETIC TAPE. 
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE*** 
***S513 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S513-RC)**

S513 - 04 - AN OPEN MACRO WAS ISSUED FOR A MAGNETIC TAPE DATASET 
ALLOCATED TO A DEVICE THAT ALREADY HAS AN OPEN DATASET ON IT.

S513 - 08 - A LABEL VIOLATED THE PUBLISHED STANDARD FOR THAT LABEL, AND 
THE LABEL VALIDATION EXIT REQUESTED OPEN/EOV TO REJECT THE VOLUME.

S513 - 0C - NON-STANDARD VOL1 HEADER ON AN ASCII TAPE.

S522 - JOB OR TSO SESSION EXCEEDED MAXIMUM JOB WAIT TIME OR 
OPERATOR DID NOT MOUNT THE REQUIRED TAPE WITHIN ALLOWED TIME LIMIT

S582 - 00 - (00 IS THE ONLY POSSIBLE RETURN CODE ASSOCIATED WITH S582) 
WHILE PERFORMING RACHECK SVC PROCESSING, RACF WAS UNABLE TO VERIFY 
A USER BECAUSE NO ACCESS CONTROL ENVIRONMENT (ACEE) WAS AVAILABLE. 
--POSSIBLE CAUSE-- 
USER LOGGED ON OR JOB STARTED WHILE RACF WAS INACTIVE, BUT RACF 
HAS SINCE BEEN REACTIVATED.
S604 - GETMAIN ERROR
--POSSIBLE CAUSE--
MISSING SORTLIB CARD
SUBSCRIPT ERROR - Clobbered FREE QUEUE ELEMENT
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***
***S604 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S604-RC)***

S604 - 04 - THE PARAMETER LIST IS NOT ON A WORD BOUNDARY.
S604 - 08 - THE PARAMETER LIST IS IN PROTECTED STORAGE.
S604 - 0C - THE LENGTH LIST IS NOT ON A WORD BOUNDARY.
S604 - 10 - THE LENGTH LIST IS IN PROTECTED STORAGE.
S604 - 14 - THE ADDRESS LIST IS NOT ON A WORD BOUNDARY.
S604 - 18 - THE ADDRESS LIST IS IN PROTECTED STORAGE.
S604 - 1C - THE PARAMETER LIST REQUEST FLAGS ARE INVALID.

S605 - FREEMAIN ERROR
--POSSIBLE CAUSE--
MISSING SORTLIB CARD
SUBSCRIPT ERROR - Clobbered FREE QUEUE ELEMENT
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***
***S605 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S605-RC)***

S605 - 04 - THE PARAMETER LIST IS NOT ON A WORD BOUNDARY.
S605 - 08 - THE PARAMETER LIST IS IN PROTECTED STORAGE.
S605 - 0C - THE LENGTH LIST IS NOT ON A WORD BOUNDARY.
S605 - 10 - THE LENGTH LIST IS IN PROTECTED STORAGE.
S605 - 14 - THE ADDRESS LIST IS NOT ON A WORD BOUNDARY.
S605 - 18 - THE ADDRESS LIST IS IN PROTECTED STORAGE.
S605 - 1C - THE PARAMETER LIST REQUEST FLAGS ARE INVALID.

S60A - (NON-MVS/XA) FREEMAIN QUEUE ELEMENT OR ADDRESS ERROR
NEEDS MORE CORE
JCL FOR INPUT DISKS REQUESTED 2 UNITS, GAVE 1 VOLUME SERIAL
FORGOT DD CARD FOR SYS1.SORTLIB
System (and a few User) Abend Codes Explained

S613 - I/O ERROR IN TAPE POSITIONING OR LABEL PROCESSING
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***
***S613 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S613-RC)***
--POSSIBLE CAUSE--
TAPE LABEL WAS NOT IN REQUESTED DENSITY
DCB MISSING
DEN MISSING ON A TAPE THAT REQUIRES IT DEFAULT DEN=3 (1600 BPI)
RECFM=F WAS SPECIFIED FOR A FILE WHICH WAS FB
INCORRECT HEADER
TAPE POSITIONING ERROR
TAPE DRIVE FAILURE DURING OPEN

S613 - 04 - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED POSITIONING A MAGNETIC TAPE VOLUME.

S613 - 08 - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED READING A LABEL ON A MAGNETIC TAPE.

S613 - 0C - AN INVALID LABEL WAS READ FROM A MAGNETIC TAPE VOLUME.
THIS ERROR MAY BE DUE TO A PREVIOUS ABNORMAL TERMINATION
ASSOCIATED WITH THE SAME TAPE SINCE IT WAS LAST MOUNTED, POSSIBLY
IN A PREVIOUS JOB OR STEP, LEAVING THE TAPE POSITIONED IMPROPERLY.

S613 - 10 - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED WRITING A TAPE LABEL.

S613 - 14 - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED WRITING A TAPE MARK AFTER THE HEADER
LABELS.

S614 - AN ERROR OCCURRED DURING CLOSE PROCESSING FOR A DATASET ON A
DIRECT ACCESS DEVICE OR FOR A SUBSYSTEM DATASET.
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***
***S614 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S614-RC)***
--POSSIBLE CAUSE--
OPERATOR DISMOUNTED VOLUME WHILE PROGRAM WAS PROCESSING

S614 - 04 - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED WRITING A FILE MARK FOR A DATASET ON
A DIRECT ACCESS DEVICE DURING EXECUTION OF A CLOSE MACRO.
--POSSIBLE CAUSE--
OPERATOR DISMOUNTED VOLUME WHILE PROGRAM WAS PROCESSING

S614 - 08 - A FILE MARK SHOULD HAVE BEEN WRITTEN ON AN OUTPUT DATASET.
THE DCBFDAD FIELD IN THE DCB INDICATED AN EXTENT NUMBER IN THE
DEB GREATER THAN THE NUMBER OF EXTENTS IN THE DATASET.
CONSEQUENTLY, IT COULD NOT BE DETERMINED WHERE THE FILE MARK
SHOULD HAVE BEEN WRITTEN.

S614 - 0C - IEFSSREQ MACRO RETURNED AN ERROR CODE IN REGISTER 15 WHICH
INDICATES THAT THE SUBSYSTEM WAS NOT OPERATING.

S614 - 10 - A SPOOLED OR SUBSYSTEM DATASET COULD NOT BE CLOSED BY THE
JOB ENTRY SUBSYSTEM OR ALTERNATE SUBSYSTEM.

S614 - 14 - A CLOSE MACRO INSTRUCTION DETECTED AN ERROR RETURN CODE
FROM AN SMS SERVICE WHILE PROCESSING A PDSE DATA SET.

S622 - TSO SESSION WAS CANCELLED
OPERATOR STOPPED TSO OR CANCELLED THE USER
USER SIGNALLED ATTN AFTER THE ALLOCATION PROCESS HAD COMPLETED
THE USER DISCONNECTED HIS TERMINAL FROM THE SYSTEM
S637 - I/O ERROR IN WRITING TAPE MARK, TAPE POSITIONING, READING LABEL, SENSING FOR FILE PROTECTION RING; DCB BIT DOES NOT INDICATE CONCATENATION OF UNLIKE ATTRIBUTES. IMPROPER INFO ON JCL FOR MULTIREEL NSL TAPE
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***
***S637 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S637-RC)**

S637 - 04 - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED WHILE READING A TAPE LABEL, WRITING A TAPE MARK, OR POSITIONING A MAGNETIC TAPE VOLUME.

S637 - 08 - FOLLOWING USER TRAILER LABEL PROCESSING, AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED POSITIONING A MAGNETIC TAPE.

S637 - 0C - CONCATENATION OF DATASETS WITH UNLIKE ATTRIBUTES WAS DETECTED, BUT NOT SPECIFIED IN THE DCB.

S637 - 10 - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED WHILE POSITIONING A MAGNETIC TAPE DATASET THAT WAS OPENED WITH THE OPTION INPUT OR INOUT TO BE READ BACKWARD. IF IT IS A TAPE WITH STANDARD LABELS, THE ERROR OCCURRED POSITIONING AT THE LABELS. IF IT IS A TAPE WITH NO LABELS, THE ERROR OCCURRED POSITIONING AT THE DATA.

S637 - 14 - AN I/O ERROR IN TAPE POSITIONING OCCURRED FOR A DATASET WITH THE LEAVE OPTION SPECIFIED IN THE OPEN MACRO OR IN THE FE0V MACRO.

S637 - 18 - AN I/O ERROR IN TAPE POSITIONING OCCURRED FOR A DATASET OPENED WITH THE REREAD OPTION.

S637 - 1C - AN I/O ERROR IN TAPE POSITIONING OCCURRED WHEN FE0V WAS ISSUED FOR A DATASET WITH DISP=PASS AND NO OPEN OPTION 2 SPECIFIED.

S637 - 20 - RDBACK WAS INVALIDLY SPECIFIED FOR A NEW CONCATENATED TAPE VOLUME. RDBACK IS NOT SUPPORTED WITH CONCATENATION.

S637 - 24 - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED REWINDING A SCRATCH MAGNETIC TAPE VOLUME. EITHER FE0V WITH A REWIND OPTION WAS ISSUED, OR NO OPEN OPTION 2 WAS SPECIFIED WHEN THE DISPOSITION WAS NOT PASS.

S637 - 2C - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED WHILE REWINDING A MAGNETIC TAPE VOLUME PRIOR TO VERIFYING THE VOLUME LABEL.

S637 - 34 - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED DURING END OF VOLUME PROCESSING WHILE READING THE VOLUME LABEL OF A MAGNETIC TAPE.

S637 - 38 - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED WHILE POSITIONING A TAPE WITHOUT LABELS OR WITH NONSTANDARD LABELS.

S637 - 3C - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED WHILE POSITIONING A CONCATENATED MAGNETIC TAPE DATASET.

S637 - 40 - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED POSITIONING A MAGNETIC TAPE DATASET THAT WAS OPENED WITH THE OPTION INPUT OR INPUT TO BE READ FORWARD.
S637 - 44 - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED WHILE CHECKING SENSE BYTES TO DETERMINE IF A FILE PROTECT RING IS ON A MAGNETIC TAPE CONTAINING A DATASET OPENED FOR INOUT.

S637 - 4C - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED IN TAPE POSITIONING FOLLOWING USER HEADER LABEL PROCESSING.

S684 - THE MODULE CALLING THE RACF MANAGER OR THE RACLIST FUNCTION IS NOT AUTHORISED TO THE SVC FUNCTION. THE MODULE CALLING THE RACF MANAGER MUST BE AUTHORISED (APF-AUTHORISED, IN SYSTEM KEY 0-7, OR IN SUPERVISOR STATE). THE MODULE CALLING THE RACLIST FUNCTION MUST BE AUTHORISED (APF-AUTHORISED, IN SYSTEM KEY 0-7, OR IN SUPERVISOR STATE) OR IN THE RACF-AUTHORISED CALLER TABLE AND FETCHED FROM AN AUTHORISED LIBRARY.
- POSSIBLE USER ERROR. IF THE RACF MANAGER WAS CALLED, VERIFY THAT THE CALLING MODULE WAS EXECUTING IN AN AUTHORISED STATE. IF THE RACLIST FUNCTION WAS CALLED, VERIFY THAT THE MODULE NAME WAS ENTERED IN THE RACF-AUTHORISED CALLER TABLE AND THAT THE CALLING MODULE WAS LINK EDITED INTO AN AUTHORISED LIBRARY.

S700 - A PROGRAM CHECK OCCURRED DURING EXCP PROCESSING OF AN I/O REQUEST. THE PROGRAM CHECK OCCURRED IN A SUPERVISOR SERVICE ROUTINE CALLED BY EXCP. THIS IS LIKELY NOT A PROGRAMMER ERROR. IN THE ABNORMAL TERMINATION DUMP, THE TCB FIELD TCBEXCPD (AT OFFSET C0) POINTS TO THE EXCP PROBLEM DETERMINATION AREA. THE ITEMS IN THE PROBLEM DETERMINATION AREA OF GREATEST INTEREST TO YOU ARE: (ALL OFFSETS IN HEX)
- OFFSET 2 CONTAINS A FLAG BYTE INDICATING WHERE THE ERROR OCCURRED.
  THE BIT PATTERN IS AS FOLLOWS:
  1... .... ERROR IN SVC PORTION OF EXCP
  .1.... ERROR IN SRB PORTION OF EXCP
  ..1.... ERROR IN PCI APPENDAGE
  ....1... ERROR IN CHE APPENDAGE
  .... 1... ERROR IN ABE APPENDAGE
  .....1. ERROR IN EOE APPENDAGE
  .... ..1... ERROR IN PGFX APPENDAGE
  ..... ...1 APENDAGE IS ACTIVE
  ...... . ERROR IN SIO APPENDAGE
  - OFFSET 4 CONTAINS A COPY OF THE PROGRAM STATUS WORD (PSW) BEFORE RTM WAS ENTERED.
  - OFFSET E CONTAINS THE INTERRUPTION CODE.
  - OFFSET 10 CONTAINS A COPY OF THE REGISTERS WHEN EXCP ISSUED THE ABEND MACRO.
  - OFFSET 54 CONTAINS THE CONTENTS OF THE REQUEST QUEUE ELEMENT (RQE), IF ALLOCATED, FOR THE I/O REQUEST BEING PROCESSED.

S706 - THE REQUESTED LOAD MODULE WAS MARKED BY THE LINKAGE EDITOR AS NOT EXECUTABLE.
BAD PRIOR LINKEDIT - CHECK THE LKED SYSPRINT

S713 - TRIED TO WRITE ON A DATASET WHOSE DATE PROTECTION HAD NOT EXPIRED. OPERATOR REPLIED 'M' TO IEC507D TO HONOR EXP DATE.
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***
***S713 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S713-RC)***
S713 - 04 - A DATASET ON MAGNETIC TAPE WAS OPENED FOR INOUT, OUTIN, OUTPUT, OUTINX, OR EXTEND, BUT THE VOLUME CONTAINED A DATASET WHOSE EXPIRATION DATE HAD NOT BEEN REACHED.

S713 - 08 - AN OPEN MACRO WAS ISSUED WITH INOUT FOR A DATASET ON A DIRECT ACCESS DEVICE WITH DISP=OLD SPECIFIED ON THE DD STATEMENT. THE EXPIRATION DATE ON THE DATASET HAD NOT BEEN REACHED.

S713 - 0C - THE OPERATOR REPLIED 'M' TO IEC704A TO REJECT THE REQUEST TO REWRITE THE TAPE VOLUME'S VOLL HEADER.

S714 - I/O ERROR IN LABEL PROCESSING - CLOSE FOR MAGNETIC TAPE
TAPE DRIVE FAILURE DURING CLOSE
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***
***S714 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S714-RC)***

S714 - 04 - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED WRITING TRAILER LABEL 1 FOR A DATASET ON MAGNETIC TAPE DURING EXECUTION OF A CLOSE MACRO.

S714 - 08 - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED WRITING TRAILER LABEL 2 FOR A DATASET ON MAGNETIC TAPE DURING EXECUTION OF A CLOSE MACRO.

S714 - 0C - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED WRITING A TAPE MARK DURING EXECUTION OF A CLOSE MACRO.

S717 - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED DURING EXECUTION OF A BSAM CLOSE TYPE=T MACRO INSTRUCTION. THE RETURN CODE INDICATES THE EXACT ERROR.
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***
***S717 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S717-RC)***

S717 - 04 - I/O ERROR FOR BSAM CLOSE TYPE=T WHEN WRITING A TAPE MARK FOLLOWING THE LAST RECORD

S717 - 08 - I/O ERROR FOR BSAM CLOSE TYPE=T WHEN WRITING TRAILER LABEL-1 OR TRAILER LABEL-2

S717 - 0C - I/O ERROR FOR BSAM CLOSE TYPE=T WHEN WRITING A TAPE MARK FOLLOWING THE TRAILER LABELS

S717 - 10 - I/O ERROR FOR BSAM CLOSE TYPE=T WHEN READING TRAILER LABEL-1 TO UPDATE THE DCB BLOCK COUNT

S722 - THE OUTPUT LIMIT SPECIFIED BY THE OUTLIM KEYWORD ON THE SYSOUT DD STATEMENT OR BY THE LINES KEYWORD ON THE JOBPARM DD STATEMENT WAS EXCEEDED.

S737 - I/O ERROR; DSCB NOT FOUND FOR MULTI-VOLUME OR CONCATENATED DATA SET. BE SURE ALL THE DATA SETS EXIST FOR CONCATENATED DATA SETS.
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***
***S737 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S737-RC)***

S737 - 04 - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED READING A DSCB DURING END OF VOLUME PROCESSING OR THE DSCB COULD NOT BE FOUND ON THE SPECIFIED VOLUME.

S737 - 08 - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED READING A DIRECT ACCESS VOLUME LABEL DURING END OF VOLUME PROCESSING.
S737 - 0C - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED READING THE DSCB FOR A CONCATENATED PARTITIONED DATASET.

S737 - 10 - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED WRITING A FILE MARK FOR A DATASET ON A DIRECT ACCESS DEVICE.

S737 - 14 - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED READING A DSCB PREPARING FOR USER TRAILER LABEL PROCESSING.

S737 - 1C - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED WHILE READING A FORMAT-3 DSCB.

S737 - 24 - A MISSING MEMBER NAME WAS DETECTED BY BDLI WHILE SEARCHING FOR THE TTR OF A CONCATENATED MEMBER.

S737 - 2C - THE ERROR OCCURRED WHEN A FEOV MACRO WAS ISSUED WHILE ATTEMPTING TO WRITE A FILE MARK AT THE END OF DATA. THE DCBFDDAD FIELD IN THE DCB INDICATED AN EXTENT NUMBER IN THE DEB GREATER THAN THE NUMBER OF EXTENTS IN THE DATASET. CONSEQUENTLY IT COULD NOT BE DETERMINED WHERE THE FILE MARK SHOULD HAVE BEEN WRITTEN.

S737 - 3C - THE FORMAT-1 DSCB NOT FOUND INSTALLATION EXIT MODULE ENCOUNTERED AN ERROR.

S738 - AN UNEXPECTED ERROR OCCURRED DURING THE EXECUTION OF AN ENQ MACRO. RELATED INFORMATION IS RECORDED IN SYS1.LOGREC.

S800 - AN ERROR OCCURRED WHEN EXCP ATTEMPTED TO FIX A PAGE FOR THIS EXCP REQUEST.

S804 - REQUEST FOR 0 BYTES OF VIRTUAL STORAGE OR NOT ENOUGH VIRTUAL STORAGE AVAILABLE FOR GETMAIN REQUEST. **IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE*** **S804 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S804-RC)** ---POSSIBLE CAUSE--- PROGRAM EXCEEDED REGION SIZE

S804 - 04 - THERE IS NOT ENOUGH VIRTUAL SQA TO SATISFY THE REQUEST.

S804 - 08 - THERE IS NOT ENOUGH VIRTUAL CSA TO SATISFY THE REQUEST.

S804 - 0C - THERE IS NOT ENOUGH VIRTUAL LSQA TO SATISFY THE REQUEST.

S804 - 10 - THERE IS NOT ENOUGH PRIVATE AREA TO SATISFY THE REQUEST. MAY BE A V=R REGION BEFORE ITS INITIALIZATION HAS COMPLETED.

S804 - 1C - THERE IS NOT ENOUGH VIRTUAL LSQA FOR VSM'S CELLPOOL REQUIRED DURING THE REQUEST.

S805 - 1C - (1C IS THE ONLY POSSIBLE RETURN CODE ASSOCIATED WITH S805) THERE IS NOT ENOUGH VIRTUAL LSQA FOR VSM'S CELLPOOL REQUIRED DURING THE FREEMAIN REQUEST.
System (and a few User) Abend Codes Explained

S806 - BLDL DETECTED ERROR: MODULE NOT FOUND OR I/O ERROR DURING DIRECTORY SEARCH
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***
***S806 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S806-RC)**
--POSSIBLE CAUSE--
MISSING JOBLIB OR STEPLIB CARD
TRIED TO EXECUTE A NON-EXISTENT PROGRAM
TRIED TO EXECUTE IN BATCH A PROGRAM ASSEMBLED WITH 'TEST' OPTION
SYSIN DESCRIBED INCORRECTLY TO LKED OR NAME CARD MISSING

S806 - 04 - THE PROGRAM ENTRY POINT SPECIFIED WAS NOT FOUND IN THE INDICATED LIBRARY (PRIVATE LIBRARY, JOB LIBRARY, OR LINK LIBRARY).

S806 - 08 - AN UNCORRECTABLE INPUT/OUTPUT ERROR OCCURRED WHEN THE BLDL CONTROL PROGRAM ROUTINE ATTEMPTED TO SEARCH THE DIRECTORY OF THE LIBRARY THAT CONTAINED THE PROGRAM WHOSE ENTRY POINT WAS SPECIFIED. THIS CAN OCCUR IF THE INDICATED LIBRARY IS AN UNINITIALIZED PARTITIONED DATASET.

S806 - 0C - THE SUPERVISOR ATTEMPTED TO SEARCH A LIBRARY FOR THE SPECIFIED ENTRY POINT, BUT THE DCB OF THE LIBRARY WAS NOT OPEN.

S806 - 10 - AN EXPLICIT LOAD WAS ISSUED WITH NO DCB SPECIFIED.

S806 - 14 - AN SVC ROUTINE REQUIRED BY THE SYSTEM COULD NOT BE FOUND IN THE LINK PACK AREA.

S806 - 18 - AN SVC ROUTINE REQUIRED BY THE SYSTEM COULD NOT BE FOUND IN THE LINK PACK AREA BECAUSE THE DIRECTORY WAS NOT YET BUILT.

S806 - 1C - SPECIFIED DCB FOR ATTACH, LINK, LOAD, OR XCTL IS INCORRECT.

S80A - REQUEST FOR 0 BYTES OF VIRTUAL STORAGE OR NOT ENOUGH VIRTUAL STORAGE AVAILABLE FOR GETMAIN OR FREEMAIN REQUEST.
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***
***S80A OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S80A-RC)**

S80A - 04 - THERE IS NOT ENOUGH VIRTUAL SQA TO SATISFY THE REQUEST.

S80A - 08 - THERE IS NOT ENOUGH VIRTUAL CSA TO SATISFY THE REQUEST.

S80A - 0C - THERE IS NOT ENOUGH VIRTUAL LSQA TO SATISFY THE REQUEST.

S80A - 10 - THERE IS NOT ENOUGH PRIVATE AREA TO SATISFY THE REQUEST.
MAY BE A V=R REGION BEFORE ITS INITIALIZATION HAS COMPLETED.

S80A - 1C - THERE IS NOT ENOUGH VIRTUAL LSQA FOR VSM'S CELLPOOL REQUIRED DURING THE REQUEST.

S813 - 04 - (04 IS THE ONLY POSSIBLE RETURN CODE ASSOCIATED WITH S813)
AN OPEN MACRO WAS ISSUED FOR A DATASET ON MAGNETIC TAPE, BUT THE DATASET NAME ON THE HEADER LABEL DID NOT MATCH THAT IN THE JFCB.
--POSSIBLE CAUSE--
WRONG DSNAME OR VOLUME SERIAL - JCL DISAGREES WITH LABEL
INCORRECT RECORD FORMAT OR BLOCK SIZE
THE REQUESTED DRIVE WAS NOT SWITCHED TO THIS MACHINE
A region required to run the step could not be obtained. One of the following messages will be written to the programmer, depending upon whether the job was an ordinary job or a deferred checkpoint restart:
- IEF085I Region unavailable, error code = CDE
- IEF186I Region unavailable for restart, error code = CDE
***If the IEF085I or IEF186I error code is available, supply it***
***In the S822 operand for more information: H ABEND O(S822-EC)***

S822 - 08 - IEF085I - A V=V region was requested and a region size was specified which was larger than the private area, or a V=R region was requested and a region size greater than the V=R area was specified.
IEF186I - The region parameter was increased so that the region could not be allocated or the configuration of the system changed so that the region could not be obtained:
- For ADDRSPC=REAL, the size of the real area was decreased.
- For ADDRSPC=VIRT, the size of the private area decreased because the size of the nucleus increased or the size of the SQA or the IPA increased.

S822 - 16 - IEF085I - A V=R area was requested, but either long-fixed or damaged pages in the V=R area made it impossible to obtain the requested region, or a V=R region was requested and there was not enough SQA available for the system to complete the processing of the request.
IEF186I - If a real region was requested, either long-fixed or damaged pages in the real area made it impossible to obtain the required region.

S822 - 20 - IEF085I and IEF186I - Either a V=V or V=R region was requested fragmentation by LSQA, SWA, or subpools 229 or 230 has made it impossible to obtain the requested region.

S822 - 24 - IEF085I and IEF186I - A request for a V=R region could not be satisfied because the installation GETPART EXIT routine rejected the request.

S837 - The error occurred during end of volume for a sequential data set.
***If the register 15 return code is available, supply it in the***
***S837 operand for more specific information: H ABEND O(S837-RC)***

S837 - 04 - The unit is not capable of handling the requested density.

S837 - 08 - The volume serial number was not found in the JFCB.
--Possible causes--
Volume count to small in VOL parameter of DD statement
OPEN TYPE=J was used to change volume serial but not written back

S837 - 0C - Another data set on the volume was in use.

S837 - 10 - The device does not support the selected recording mode.
S837 - 14 - THE TAPE VOLUME DOES NOT CONFORM TO THE SINGLE RECORDING MODE RULES. FOR INPUT, THE VIOLATION OCCURRED WHEN THE TAPE WAS WRITTEN WHEN THE RULES COULD NOT BE ENFORCED. FOR OUTPUT, THE ABEND PREVENTS ANY VIOLATION FROM HAPPENING.

S878 - Request for 0 bytes of virtual storage or not enough virtual storage available for getmain or freemain request. **If the register 15 return code is available, supply it in the**

**S878 operand for more specific information: H ABEND O(S878-RC)**

S878 - 04 - THERE IS NOT ENOUGH VIRTUAL SQA TO SATISFY THE REQUEST.

S878 - 08 - THERE IS NOT ENOUGH VIRTUAL CSA TO SATISFY THE REQUEST.

S878 - 0C - THERE IS NOT ENOUGH VIRTUAL LSQA TO SATISFY THE REQUEST.

S878 - 10 - THERE IS NOT ENOUGH PRIVATE AREA TO SATISFY THE REQUEST. MAY BE A V=R REGION BEFORE ITS INITIALIZATION HAS COMPLETED.

S878 - 14 - A NEGATIVE STORAGE AMOUNT WAS SPECIFIED FOR A GETMAIN.

S878 - 18 - A NEGATIVE STORAGE AMOUNT WAS SPECIFIED FOR A FREEMAIN.

S878 - 1C - THERE IS NOT ENOUGH VIRTUAL LSQA FOR VSM'S CELLPOOL REQUIRED DURING THE REQUEST.

S905 - 04 - (04 IS THE ONLY POSSIBLE RETURN CODE ASSOCIATED WITH S905)

AREA TO BE FREED BY FREEMAIN IS NOT ON A DOUBLEWORD BOUNDARY.

S90A - 04 - (04 IS THE ONLY POSSIBLE RETURN CODE ASSOCIATED WITH S90A)

THE ERROR OCCURRED DURING THE EXECUTION OF AN R-FORM FREEMAIN MACRO. THE ADDRESS OF THE STORAGE AREA TO BE RELEASED WAS NOT ON A DOUBLEWORD BOUNDARY (A MULTIPLE OF 8).

S913 - THE ERROR OCCURRED DURING 1) THE EXECUTION OF AN OPEN MACRO OR DURING END-OF-VOLUME PROCESSING FOR A PASSWORD PROTECTED DATASET, OR 2) THE EXECUTION OF AN OPEN MACRO INVOLVING A CHECKPOINT DATASET.

**IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE**

**S913 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(S913-RC)**

--POSSIBLE CAUSE--

OPERATOR FAILED TO SUPPLY CORRECT PASSWORD FOR PROTECTED DATASET UNAUTHORIZED ATTEMPT TO USE LABEL=BLP

PREVIOUS DATASET ON THIS TAPE WAS PROTECTED, NEW DATASET IS NOT

S913 - 04 - AN OPEN MACRO WAS ISSUED FOR A MAGNETIC TAPE DATASET WITH AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARD LABELS. THE VOLUME ACCESSIBILITY BYTE (OFFSET X'0A') IN THE VOLUME LABEL IS NOT BLANK. THIS INDICATES THE LABEL WAS NOT WRITTEN FOR USE ON AN IBM SYSTEM, OR THAT IT WAS WRITTEN BY THE USER. THE VOLUME MUST BE RECREATED.

S913 - 08 - AN OPEN MACRO WAS ISSUED FOR A MAGNETIC TAPE DATASET WITH AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARD LABELS. THE SECURITY BYTE IN THE HEADER LABEL WAS NOT BLANK AND NOT EQUAL TO X'F1'. THIS MEANS THE LABEL EITHER WAS NOT CREATED ON AN IBM SYSTEM OR WAS CREATED BY THE USER. THE VOLUME MUST BE RECREATED FOR USE ON AN IBM SYSTEM.
S913 - 0C - AN OPEN MACRO WAS ISSUED FOR A PROTECTED DATASET FOR WHICH YOU ARE NOT ALLOWED THIS TYPE OF ACCESS.

S913 - 10 - AN OPEN MACRO WAS ISSUED TO THE VTOC FOR OUTPUT PROCESSING BY AN UNAUTHORIZED JOB STEP OR JOB-STEP TASK.

S913 - 14 - AN OPEN MACRO WAS ISSUED TO CONCATENATE CHECKPOINT AND NONCHECKPOINT DATASETS.

S913 - 18 - AN OPEN TYPE=J MACRO WAS ISSUED FOR A MAGNETIC TAPE VOLUME. THE JFCB WAS MODIFIED TO INDICATE LABEL=BLP (BYPASS LABEL PROCESSING) AN THE TASK WAS NOT AUTHORIZED. BLP MAY BE SPECIFIED IN THE JCL (IF THE INSTALLATION READER PROCEDURE ALLOWS IT), BUT THE JFCB MAY NOT BE MODIFIED TO INDICATE BLP UNLESS THE TASK IS AUTHORIZED.

S913 - 1C - THE ERROR OCCURRED DURING THE EXECUTION OF AN OPEN TYPE=J MACRO TO A DIRECT ACCESS DEVICE DATASET. THE DATASET NAME SUPPLIED TO OPEN WAS NOT AVAILABLE TO THE JOB. EITHER THE DATASET WAS BEING OPENED FOR INPUT AND SOME OTHER JOB HAD EXCLUSIVE CONTROL OF IT, OR THE DATASET WAS BEING OPENED FOR AN OPTION OTHER THAN INPUT (THUS REQUIRING EXCLUSIVE CONTROL) AND SOME OTHER JOB WAS USING THE DATASET.

S913 - 20 - AN OPEN MACRO USING THE EXCP ACCESS METHOD WAS ISSUED IN WHICH USER-WRITTEN APPENDAGES WERE REQUIRED. THE APPENDAGE NAMES WERE NOT INCLUDED IN THE PARMLIB MEMBER IEAAPPO0, AND THE PROGRAM ISSUING THE OPEN WAS NOT AUTHORIZED (BY APF OR PROTECT KEY).

S913 - 28 - AN OPEN MACRO WAS ISSUED FOR A CHECKPOINT DATASET. THE DATASET ORGANIZATION WAS NOT BPAM OR BSAM AND THE TASK WAS NOT AUTHORIZED VIA THE AUTHORIZED PROGRAM FACILITY (APF).

S913 - 2C - AN OPEN MACRO WAS ISSUED TO AN ISAM DATASET DEFINED BY TWO OR THREE DD STATEMENTS. EITHER THE DATASET NAMES CODED IN THE DD STATEMENTS WERE NOT ALL THE SAME, OR THE JFCB PASSED TO OPEN (IF AN OPEN TYPE=J IS BEING USED) HAS A DATASET NAME DIFFERENT FROM THAT CODED IN THE DD STATEMENTS.

S913 - 30 - AN OPEN MACRO WAS ISSUED TO WRITE A DATASET ON A MAGNETIC TAPE CONTAINING ONE OR MORE PREVIOUS DATASETS. THE PROTECTION MODE OF THE DATASET TO BE WRITTEN WAS DIFFERENT THAN THE PROTECTION MODE OF THE PREVIOUS DATASET.

S913 - 34 - AT OPEN, THE CALLER IS NOT AUTHORIZED TO REJECT FOR INPUT.

S913 - 38 - AN OPEN WAS ISSUED FOR A RACF-PROTECTED DATA SET ON DASD OR A RACF-PROTECTED TAPE VOLUME TO WHICH THE CALLER WAS NOT AUTHORIZED.

S913 - 3C - AN OPEN WAS ISSUED FOR A RACF-INDICATED (RACF BIT ON IN THE FORMAT-1 DSCB IN THE VTOC) DATA SET, BUT THE DATA SET IS NOT DEFINED TO RACF.

S913 - 40 - A VSAM DATA SPACE BEING OPENED IS RACF-DEFINED.
S913 - 44 - INVALID SPECIFICATION OF PROTECT - THE TAPE VOLUME WAS ALREADY RACF-PROTECTED.

S913 - 48 - INVALID SPECIFICATION OF PROTECT - THE SYSTEM TAPE OPTION IS NOT IN EFFECT.

S913 - 4C - INVALID SPECIFICATION OF PROTECT - THE USER IS NOT DEFINED TO RACF.

S913 - 50 - INVALID SPECIFICATION OF PROTECT - THE REQUEST IS FOR A NL, BLP OR LTM TAPE.

S913 - 54 - INVALID SPECIFICATION OF PROTECT - THE REQUEST IS FOR INPUT OR INOUT.

S913 - 58 - INVALID SPECIFICATION OF PROTECT - THE VOLUME SEQUENCE NUMBER OR THE FILE SEQUENCE NUMBER IS NOT EQUAL TO ONE ON A AL, SUL, AL OR AUL TAPE, OR THE TAPE IS BEING OPENED WITH DISP=MOD (INCLUDING OPEN OPTIONS OUTINX AND EXTEND).

S913 - 5C - INVALID SPECIFICATION OF PROTECT - THE VOLUME BEING USED IS A PUBLIC VOLUME.

S913 - 60 - THE USER IS NOT AUTHORIZED TO DEFINE A DATA SET WITH THE SPECIFIED NAME. THIS NAME AND FILE SEQUENCE INDICATOR DO NOT MATCH THE CORRESPONDING NAMES IN THE TVTOC (TAPE VTOC).

S913 - 64 - THE USER IS NOT AUTHORIZED TO SPECIFY BLP.

S913 - 68 - THE USER IS NOT AUTHORIZED TO ADD A DATA SET TO THE VOLUME.

S913 - 6C - PROTECT WAS NOT SPECIFIED IN THE JCL. THE USER IS NOT AUTHORIZED TO DEFINE A DATASET PROTECTED BY A GENERIC PROFILE.

S913 - 70 - THE USER HAS RACF EXECUTE ACCESS ONLY AND ONE OF THE FOLLOWING REQUIREMENTS WAS VIOLATED:
- THE CALLER MUST BE IN SUPERVISOR STATE OR THE DATA SET MUST BE A PDS.
- THE ACCESS METHOD MUST NOT BE EXCP.

S913 - 72 - AN UNEXPECTED RETURN CODE HAS BEEN RETURNED FROM RACF.

S978 - 04 - (04 IS THE ONLY POSSIBLE RETURN CODE ASSOCIATED WITH S978) AREA TO BE FREED BY FREEMAIN IS NOT ON A DOUBLEWORD BOUNDARY.
SA00 -  A PROGRAM CHECK OCCURRED IN AN APPENDAGE. IN THE ABNORMAL TERMINATION DUMP, THE TCB FIELD TCBEXCPD (AT OFFSET C0) POINTS TO THE EXCP PROVIDED DEBUGGING AREA. THE ITEMS IN THE DEBUGGING AREA OF GREATEST INTEREST TO YOU ARE: (ALL OFFSETS IN HEX)
- OFFSET 2 CONTAINS A FLAG BYTE INDICATING WHERE THE ERROR OCCURRED.
  THE BIT PATTERN IS AS FOLLOWS:
  1... .... ERROR IN SVC PORTION OF EXCP
  .1... .... ERROR IN SRB PORTION OF EXCP
  ..1. .... ERROR IN PCI APPENDAGE
  ...1 .... ERROR IN CHE APPENDAGE
  .... 1... ERROR IN ABE APPENDAGE
  .... .1.. ERROR IN EOE APPENDAGE
  .... ..1. ERROR IN PGFX APPENDAGE
  .... ...1 APENDAGE IS ACTIVE
  .... .... ERROR IN SIO APPENDAGE
- OFFSET 4 CONTAINS A COPY OF THE PROGRAM STATUS WORD (PSW) BEFORE RTM WAS ENTERED.
- OFFSET E CONTAINS THE INTERRUPTION CODE.
- OFFSET 10 CONTAINS A COPY OF THE REGISTERS WHEN EXCP ISSUED THE ABEND MACRO.
- OFFSET 54 CONTAINS THE CONTENTS OF THE REQUEST QUEUE ELEMENT (RQE), IF ALLOCATED, FOR THE I/O REQUEST BEING PROCESSED.

SA05 -  ERROR DURING FREEMAIN. AREA TO BE RELEASED OVERLAPS FREE STORAGE OR PAGE-FIXED STORAGE.
  ***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***
  ***SA05 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(SA05-RC)**

SA05 - 04 - THE SQA STORAGE BEING FREED OVERLAPS FREE STORAGE.

SA05 - 08 - THE CSA STORAGE BEING FREED OVERLAPS FREE STORAGE.

SA05 - 0C - THE LSQA STORAGE BEING FREED OVERLAPS FREE STORAGE.

SA05 - 10 - THE PRIVATE AREA STORAGE BEING FREED OVERLAPS FREE STORAGE.

SA05 - 14 - PART OF THE CSA BEING FREED IS STILL FIXED.

SA05 - 18 - PART OF THE PRIVATE AREA BEING FREED IS STILL FIXED.

SA0A -  ERROR DURING R-FORM FREEMAIN. AREA TO BE RELEASED OVERLAPS FREE STORAGE OR PAGE-FIXED STORAGE.
  ***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***
  ***SA0A OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(SA0A-RC)**

SA0A - 04 - THE SQA STORAGE BEING FREED OVERLAPS FREE STORAGE.

SA0A - 08 - THE CSA STORAGE BEING FREED OVERLAPS FREE STORAGE.

SA0A - 0C - THE LSQA STORAGE BEING FREED OVERLAPS FREE STORAGE.

SA0A - 10 - THE PRIVATE AREA STORAGE BEING FREED OVERLAPS FREE STORAGE.

SA0A - 14 - PART OF THE CSA BEING FREED IS STILL FIXED.

SA0A - 18 - PART OF THE PRIVATE AREA BEING FREED IS STILL FIXED.
SA13 - THE ERROR OCCURRED DURING EXECUTION OF AN OPEN MACRO ON MAGNETIC TAPE.
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***
***SA13 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(SA13-RC)***

SA13 - 04 - AN UNEXPECTED LOAD POINT WAS ENCOUNTERED WHILE POSITIONING A TAPE. FOR NL TAPE THIS IS PROBABLY A USER ERROR ASSOCIATED WITH THE USE OF A MULTIVOLUME MULTIFILE NL TAPE.

SA13 - 08 - THE REQUESTED FILE SEQUENCE NUMBER IS LESS THAN THAT OF THE FIRST FILE ON THE SL TAPE DURING AN OPEN TO THE START OF THE FILE.

SA13 - 0C - THE REQUESTED FILE SEQUENCE NUMBER IS LESS THAN THAT OF THE FIRST FILE ON THE SL TAPE DURING AN OPEN TO THE END OF A FILE.

SA13 - 10 - A TAPE MARK WAS READ INSTEAD OF A HDR1 LABEL WHILE FORWARD SPACING TO THE DESIRED FILE ON AN SL TAPE. THIS, THE MULTIFILE TAPE ENDS BEFORE THE DESIRED FILE. WHEN POSITIONING TO THE END OF FILE 1, THIS MEANS THE VOL LABEL IS FOLLOWED BY A TAPE MARK. CHECK THE FILE SEQUENCE NUMBER AND THE VOLUME SERIAL NUMBERS AND THAT THE JOB THAT WROTE THE TAPE WROTE ALL THE FILES.

SA13 - 14 - A TAPE MARK WAS READ INSTEAD OF A HDR1 LABEL WHILE OPENING FOR INPUT TO THE START OF THE DESIRED FILE ON AN SL TAPE. THUS, THE TAPE ENDS JUST BEFORE THE DESIRED FILE. CHECK THE FILE SEQUENCE NUMBER AND THE VOLUME SERIAL NUMBERS AND THAT THE JOB THAT WROTE THE TAPE WROTE ALL THE FILES.

SA13 - 18 - AN EOV1 LABEL WAS READ ON THE LAST SL TAPE VOLUME WHILE FORWARD SPACEING TO THE DESIRED FILE. IF OPENING TO THE END OF THE FILE, IT COULD NOT BE TREATED AS THE END OF THE DATA SET BECAUSE IT WAS FOR A PREVIOUS FILE SEQUENCE NUMBER.

SA14 - 04 - (04 IS THE ONLY POSSIBLE RETURN CODE ASSOCIATED WITH SA14) I/O ERROR OCCURRED DURING A CLOSE ATTEMPTING A PARTIAL RELEASE OF SPACE ON A DIRECT ACCESS DEVICE.

SA37 - THE ERROR OCCURRED DURING END OF VOLUME PROCESSING. THE TASK IS TERMINATED UNLESS THE ERROR IS TO BE IGNORED AS SPECIFIED IN THE DCB ABEND EXIT ROUTINE.
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***
***SA37 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(SA37-RC)***
--POSSIBLE CAUSE--
AN OPEN DCB MAY HAVE BEEN PARTIALLY OVERLAI
THE DCB MAY HAVE BEEN CLOSED IN A SYNAD ROUTINE
THE DCB MAY HAVE BEEN AUTOMATICALLY CLOSED BY A PREVIOUS END OF
OF VOLUME ERROR WHERE IGNORE WAS SPECIFIED IN THE DCB ABEND EXIT

SA37 - 04 - AN SVC 55 (EOV) WAS ISSUES, USUALLY BY A CHECK, GET, OR PUT ROUTINE, AGAINST A DCB WHICH WAS NOT OPEN.

SA37 - 08 - THE DATA EXTENT BLOCK (DEB) DOES NOT POINT TO THE DCB.
SA78 – ERROR DURING RU-FORM FREEMAIN. AREA TO BE RELEASED OVERLAPS FREE STORAGE OR PAGE-FIXED STORAGE.
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***
***SA78 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(SA78-RC)***

SA78 – 04 – THE SQA STORAGE BEING FREED OVERLAPS FREE STORAGE.

SA78 – 08 – THE CSA STORAGE BEING FREED OVERLAPS FREE STORAGE.

SA78 – 0C – THE LSQA STORAGE BEING FREED OVERLAPS FREE STORAGE.

SA78 – 10 – THE PRIVATE AREA STORAGE BEING FREED OVERLAPS FREE STORAGE.

SA78 – 14 – PART OF THE CSA BEING FREED IS STILL FIXED.

SA78 – 18 – PART OF THE PRIVATE AREA BEING FREED IS STILL FIXED.

SACC – NOT AN ERROR - FORTRAN ACCOUNTING TERMINATION

SB00 – A PROGRAM CHECK OCCURRED IN AN EXCP PROCEDURE. IN THE ABNORMAL TERMINATION DUMP, THE TCB FIELD TCBEXCPD (AT OFFSET C0) POINTS TO THE EXCP PROVIDED DEBUGGING AREA. THE ITEMS IN THE DEBUGGING AREA OF GREATEST INTEREST TO YOU ARE: (ALL OFFSETS IN HEX)
- OFFSET 2 CONTAINS A FLAG BYTE INDICATING WHERE THE ERROR OCCURRED.
  THE BIT PATTERN IS AS FOLLOWS:
  1... ..... ERROR IN SVC PORTION OF EXCP
  .1... ..... ERROR IN SRB PORTION OF EXCP
  ..1.... ERROR IN PCI APPENDAGE
  ....1... ERROR IN ABE APPENDAGE
  .... .1.. ERROR IN EOE APPENDAGE
  .... ..1. ERROR IN PGFX APPENDAGE
  .... ...1 APENDAGE IS ACTIVE
  ..... ..... ERROR IN SIO APPENDAGE
  - OFFSET 4 CONTAINS A COPY OF THE PROGRAM STATUS WORD (PSW) BEFORE RTM WAS ENTERED.
  - OFFSET E CONTAINS THE INTERRUPTION CODE.
  - OFFSET 10 CONTAINS A COPY OF THE REGISTERS WHEN EXCP ISSUED THE ABEND MACRO.
  - OFFSET 50 CONTAINS THE TRANSLATION EXCEPTION ADDRESS, IF APPLICABLE.
  - OFFSET 54 CONTAINS THE CONTENTS OF THE REQUEST QUEUE ELEMENT (RQE), IF ALLOCATED, FOR THE I/O REQUEST BEING PROCESSED.
  - OFFSET 80 IS THE START OF THE 160 BYTE BLOCKS INVOLVED IN THE I/O REQUEST, IF ALLOCATED.

SB04 – THE ERROR OCCURRED DURING EXECUTION OF A GETMAIN MACRO:
- A SUBPOOL NUMBER GREATER THAN 127 WAS SPECIFIED BY A PROBLEM PROGRAM (A PROGRAM NOT AUTHORIZED TO USE VALID SUBPOOL NUMBERS GREATER THAN 127) (RC=08)
- AN AUTHORIZED PROGRAM REQUESTED AN INVALID SUBPOOL (RC=04)
--POSSIBLE CAUSE--
TRIED TO CHANGE BLOCKING FACTOR WHILE LOADING A DATASET COBOL - CONTROL PASSED BEYOND END OF PROGRAM DUE TO INVALID PERFORM
SB05 - THE ERROR OCCURRED DURING EXECUTION OF A FREEMAIN MACRO:
- A SUBPOOL NUMBER GREATER THAN 127 WAS SPECIFIED BY A PROBLEM
  PROGRAM (A PROGRAM NOT AUTHORIZED TO USE VALID SUBPOOL
  NUMBERS GREATER THAN 127) (RC=08)
- AN AUTHORIZED PROGRAM REQUESTED AN INVALID SUBPOOL (RC=04)
  --POSSIBLE CAUSE--
  TRIED TO CHANGE BLOCKING FACTOR WHILE LOADING A DATASET
  COBOL - CONTROL PASSED BEYOND END OF PROGRAM DUE TO INVALID PERFORM

SB0A - THE ERROR OCCURRED DURING EXECUTION OF AN R-FORM GETMAIN OR
  FREEMAIN MACRO:
- A SUBPOOL NUMBER GREATER THAN 127 WAS SPECIFIED BY A PROBLEM
  PROGRAM (A PROGRAM NOT AUTHORIZED TO USE VALID SUBPOOL
  NUMBERS GREATER THAN 127) (RC=08)
- AN AUTHORIZED PROGRAM REQUESTED AN INVALID SUBPOOL (RC=04)
  --POSSIBLE CAUSE--
  TRIED TO CHANGE BLOCKING FACTOR WHILE LOADING A DATASET
  COBOL - CONTROL PASSED BEYOND END OF PROGRAM DUE TO INVALID PERFORM

SB13 - THE ERROR OCCURRED DURING THE EXECUTION OF AN OPEN MACRO FOR
  A DATA SET ON A PRINTER WITH UNIVERSAL CHARACTER SET (UCS).
  ***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***
  ***SB13 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(SB13-RC)***

SB13 - 04 - AN OPEN WAS ISSUED TO A DATA SET ALLOCATED TO A PRINTER.
  THE OPERATOR REPLIED 'CANCEL' TO IEC120A, IEC122D OR 1EC123D
  BECAUSE THE UCS IMAGE COULD NOT BE FOUND IN SYS1.IMAGELIB.

SB13 - 08 - AN OPEN WAS ISSUED TO A DATA SET ALLOCATED TO A PRINTER.
  BLDL FOUND A PERMANENT I/O ERROR WHEN SEARCHING SYS1.IMAGELIB
  FOR THE REQUESTED UCS IMAGE.

SB13 - 0C - AN OPEN WAS ISSUED TO A DATA SET ALLOCATED TO A PRINTER
  OR TO A 3886. A PERMANENT I/O ERROR PERSISTED AFTER TWO ATTEMPTS
  AT LOADING THE UCS BUFFER -OR- A PERMANENT I/O ERROR OCCURRED
  WHEN LOADING THE FORMAT RECORD INTO THE 3886.

SB13 - 10 - AN OPEN WAS ISSUED TO A DATA SET ALLOCATED TO A PRINTER.
  A PERMANENT I/O ERROR RESULTED WHEN TRYING TO PRINT THE CHARACTER
  SET IMAGE FOR VISUAL VERIFICATION, OR DURING AN OPERATION WHICH
  RESULTED IN POSSIBLE LOST DATA.

SB13 - 14 - AN OPEN WAS ISSUED TO A DATA SET ALLOCATED TO A PRINTER.
  THE OPERATOR REPLIED 'CANCEL' TO IEC121D AFTER THE CHARACTER SET
  IMAGE WAS PRINTED FOR VISUAL VERIFICATION.

SB13 - 18 - AN OPEN WAS ISSUED TO A DATA SET ALLOCATED TO A PRINTER.
  A PERMANENT I/O ERROR RESULTED WHEN TRYING TO PRINT THE FCB
  IMAGE FOR VISUAL VERIFICATION.

SB13 - 1C - AN OPEN WAS ISSUED TO A DATA SET ALLOCATED TO A PRINTER.
  THE OPERATOR REPLIED 'CANCEL' TO IEC128D AFTER THE FCB IMAGE WAS
  PRINTED FOR VISUAL VERIFICATION -OR- SOME OTHER I/O ERROR.
SB13 - 20 - AN OPEN WAS ISSUED TO A DATA SET ALLOCATED TO A PRINTER,  
BUT NOT ENOUGH STORAGE WAS AVAILABLE TO OPEN SYS1.IMAGELIB.  
DURING 3886 OPEN, EITHER THE PROPER VOLUME WAS NOT MOUNTED  
OR A PERMANENT I/O ERROR OCCURRED WHILE READING SYS1.IMAGELIB.

SB13 - 24 - AN OPEN WAS ISSUED TO A DATA SET ALLOCATED TO A PRINTER,  
BUT THE VOLUME CONTAINING SYS1.IMAGELIB WAS NOT MOUNTED OR WAS  
NOT CATALOGUED. DURING 3886 OPEN, THE FORMAT RECORD IDENTIFIER  
WAS NOT SPECIFIED.

SB13 - 28 - AN OPEN WAS ISSUED TO A DATA SET ALLOCATED TO A PRINTER,  
BUT A PERMANENT I/O ERROR PERSISTED WHILE OPENING SYS1.IMAGELIB.

SB13 - 2C - AN OPEN WAS ISSUED TO A DATA SET ALLOCATED TO A PRINTER.  
BLDL FOUND A PERMANENT I/O ERROR WHEN SEARCHING SYS1.IMAGELIB  
FOR THE REQUESTED FCB IMAGE.

SB13 - 30 - AN OPEN WAS ISSUED TO A DATA SET ALLOCATED TO A PRINTER.  
A PERMANENT I/O ERROR PERSISTED AFTER TWO ATTEMPTS AT LOADING THE  
FORMS CONTROL BUFFER (FCB).

SB13 - 34 - AN OPEN WAS ISSUED TO A DATA SET ALLOCATED TO A PRINTER.  
The operator replied 'CANCEL' to IEC127D because the FCB image  
could not be found in SYS1.IMAGELIB.

SB13 - 38 - AN OPEN WAS ISSUED TO A DATA SET ALLOCATED TO A PRINTER.  
NO OPERATION WAS PERFORMED FOR ONE OF THE FOLLOWING REASONS:  
- THE DATA CONTROL BLOCK (DCB) WAS NOT OPEN.  
- THE DCB WAS NOT VALID FOR A SEQUENTIAL DATA SET.  
- THE SETPRT PARAMETER LIST WAS NOT VALID.  
- THE OUTPUT DEVICES WAS NOT A UCS OR 3800 PRINTER.

SB14 - AT CLOSE A PARTITIONED DATA SET DIRECTORY CANNOT BE UPDATED  
BECAUSE THE NAME IS ALREADY IN THE DIRECTORY, NO SPACE IS  
AVAILABLE IN THE DIRECTORY, OR AN I/O ERROR WAS ENCOUNTERED  
in the directory.

***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***  
***SB14 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(SB14-RC)***

--POSSIBLE CAUSE--  
ALLOCATED DIRECTORY SPACE IN JCL, WRITTEN AS SEQUENTIAL DATA SET

SB14 - 04 - A DUPLICATE NAME WAS FOUND IN THE DIRECTORY OF THE PDS.

SB14 - 08 - THE TTRN FOR A MEMBER WAS NOT WITHIN THE EXTENTS IN THE DEB

SB14 - 0C - THE ATTEMPTED UPDATE OF THE PARTITIONED DATASET FOUND  
THAT THERE WAS NO SPACE LEFT IN THE DIRECTORY.

SB14 - 10 - AN I/O ERROR OCCURRED TRYING TO UPDATE THE DIRECTORY  
OF THE PARTITIONED DATASET.

SB14 - 14 - THE CLOSE ROUTINE ATTEMPTED TO UPDATE THE DIRECTORY OF  
THE PARTITIONED DATASET, HOWEVER THE DCB OF THE DATASET WAS  
NOT OPEN.
SB14 - 18 - UNSUCCESSFUL GETMAIN FOR STOW WORKAREA WHEN CLOSE TRIED TO UPDATE A PARTITIONED DATASET. REGION SIZE IS TOO SMALL.

SB37 - AT END OF VOLUME, THE VOLUME MUST BE DEMOUNTED, BUT THE SYSTEM IS UNABLE TO DISMOUNT THE VOLUME.
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***
***SB37 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(SB37-RC)***
--POSSIBLE CAUSE--
THE DATA SET ON DASD - OUTPUT - ALREADY HAD 16 EXTENTS, BUT REQUIRED MORE SPACE - SECONDARY SPACE WAS TOO SMALL
NO MORE SPACE WAS AVAILABLE ON THE VOLUME
THE VOLUME TABLE OF CONTENTS WAS FULL

SB37 - 04 - DURING END-OF-VOLUME PROCESSING THE SYSTEM HAD TO DEMOUNT
A VOLUME IN ORDER TO MOUNT THE NEXT VOLUME OF THE DATASET. IT WAS UNABLE TO DEMOUNT THE VOLUME FOR ONE OF THE FOLLOWING REASONS:
- THE VOLUME WAS PERMANENTLY RESIDENT OR WAS RESERVED.
- ANOTHER JOB HAD DATASETS ALLOCATED ON THE VOLUME.
- THE FAILING TASK HAD OPEN DATASETS ON THE VOLUME.
FOR AN OUTPUT DATASET ON A DIRECT ACCESS DEVICE:
- NO MORE SPACE WAS AVAILABLE ON THE VOLUME.
- THE DATASET ALREADY HAD 16 EXTENTS BUT REQUIRED MORE SPACE.
- MORE SPACE WAS REQUIRED, BUT THE VTOC WAS FULL.
FOR AN OUTPUT DATASET ON MAGNETIC TAPE:
- A VOLUME NEEDED TO BE DEMOUNTED BECAUSE THE REFLECTIVE SPOT WAS ENCOUNTERED AND MORE RECORDS NEEDED TO BE WRITTEN, BUT THE LIMIT OF OUTPUT TAPES HAD BEEN REACHED.

SB37 - 08 - DURING END-OF-VOLUME PROCESSING THE SYSTEM ATTEMPTED TO EXTEND THE DATASET TO A VOLUME ON WHICH THE DIRF BIT WAS SET.
THE VTOC FOR THE VOLUME COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO THE STANDARD FORMAT FOR ONE OF THE FOLLOWING REASONS:
- TWO DATASETS WERE ALLOCATED TO THE SAME SPACE ON THE VOLUME.
- A SPLIT CYLINDER DATASET WAS LOCATED ON THE SAME CYLINDER AS A NON-SPLIT CYLINDER DATASET.
- THE VTOC CONVERSION ROUTINE IS SET TO REJECT DIRF REQUESTS.

SB37 - OC - THE MOUNTED DIRECT ACCESS VOLUME WAS REQUESTED TO CONTINUE PROCESSING THE DATASET, BUT THE UNIT ALREADY CONTAINED THE MAXIMUM OF 127 CONCURRENT USERS.

SB78 - THE ERROR OCCURRED DURING EXECUTION OF A GETMAIN OR FREEMAIN MACRO:
- A SUBPOOL NUMBER GREATER THAN 127 WAS SPECIFIED BY A PROBLEM PROGRAM (A PROGRAM NOT AUTHORIZED TO USE VALID SUBPOOL NUMBERS GREATER THAN 127) (RC=08)
- AN AUTHORIZED PROGRAM REQUESTED AN INVALID SUBPOOL (RC=04)
--POSSIBLE CAUSE--
TRIED TO CHANGE BLOCKING FACTOR WHILE LOADING A DATASET COBOL - CONTROL PASSED BEYOND END OF PROGRAM DUE TO INVALID PERFORM

SC03 - A DATA SET COULD NOT BE CLOSED BY THE CONTROL PROGRAM, BECAUSE THE DCB HAD BEEN ERRONEOUSLY MODIFIED.
ISAM FILE - BAD BLOCK SIZE
SC13 - THE ERROR OCCURRED DURING THE EXECUTION OF AN OPEN MACRO FOR A CONCATENATED PARTITIONED OR GRAPHICS DATASET. 
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE*** 
***SC13 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(SC13-RC)***
--POSSIBLE CAUSE--
ATTEMPTED TO WRITE OUTPUT TO CONCATENATED PARTITIONED DATASETS 
MISSING OR DELETED JOBLIB DATA SET 
GRAPHICS - SYSTEM PROBLEM - WAIT FOR IPL

SC13 - 04 - THE CURRENT TASK TRIED TO OPEN A GRAPHICS DEVICE THAT WAS PREVIOUSLY OPENED AND NOT CLOSED.

SC13 - 10 - AN OPEN MACRO WAS ISSUED SPECIFYING OUTPUT OR EXTEND FOR A CONCATENATED PARTITIONED DATASET. OUTPUT DATASETS CANNOT BE CONCATENATED.

SC13 - 18 - AN OPEN MACRO WAS ISSUED FOR A PARTITIONED DATA SET THAT WAS CONCATENATED WITH A DATA SET THAT DOES NOT RESIDE ON DASD.

SC37 - THE ERROR OCCURRED WHEN AN INPUT OPERATION WAS REQUESTED ON A DIRECT ACCESS DEVICE. 
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE*** 
***SC37 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(SC37-RC)***

SC37 - 04 - END-OF-VOLUME OCCURRED ON INPUT BUT THE NEXT VOLUME CONTAINED MORE THAN SIXTEEN (16) EXTENTS.

SC37 - 08 - END-OF-VOLUME OCCURRED ON INPUT BUT THE NEXT VOLUME CONTAINED A SPLIT CYLINDER ALLOCATION NOT SUPPORTED UNDER MVS.

SD04 - 08 - (08 IS THE ONLY POSSIBLE RETURN CODE ASSOCIATED WITH SD04) ERROR DURING GETMAIN: 
- THERE IS NO REAL STORAGE AVAILABLE FOR THE LSQA AQAT TABLE OR TO BACK THE RSM CONTROL BLOCKS.

SD05 - ERROR DURING FREEMAIN. 
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE*** 
***SD05 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(SD05-RC)***

SD05 - 04 - THE FREEMAIN FOR LSQA SPECIFIED STORAGE THAT WAS NOT ASSOCIATED WITH THE TASK.

SD05 - 08 - THERE IS NO REAL STORAGE AVAILABLE FOR THE LSQA AQAT TABLE OR TO BACK THE RSM CONTROL BLOCKS.

SD0A - ERROR DURING R-FORM GETMAIN OR FREEMAIN. 
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE*** 
***SD0A OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(SD0A-RC)***

SD0A - 04 - THE FREEMAIN FOR LSQA SPECIFIED STORAGE THAT WAS NOT ASSOCIATED WITH THE TASK.

SD0A - 08 - THERE IS NO REAL STORAGE AVAILABLE FOR THE LSQA AQAT TABLE OR TO BACK THE RSM CONTROL BLOCKS.

SD0D - INVALID ABEND RECURSION DURING ABNORMAL TERMINATION OF SUBTASK
JOB STEP TASK TERMINATED
SD13 - 04 - (04 IS THE ONLY POSSIBLE RETURN CODE ASSOCIATED WITH SD13)
OPEN FOR GRAPHICS - DCB FOR OTHER THAN GRAPHICS DEVICE.

SD14 - THE TASK WHICH ISSUED A CLOSE FOR A GRAPHIC DEVICE WAS NOT
THE SAME TASK WHICH PERFORMED THE OPEN.

SD23 - THE ERROR OCCURRED DURING THE EXECUTION OF A WTO OR WTOR MACRO
FOR ONE OF THE FOLLOWING REASONS:
- THE PARAMETER LIST SUPPLIED TO THE WTOR MACRO DOES NOT BEGIN ON
  A FULLWORD BOUNDARY.
- A WTOR/MLWTOR PARAMETER LIST WAS SPECIFIED.
- A MULTILINE WTO WAS SPECIFIED AND SPACE WAS NOT AVAILABLE IN
  SUBPOOL 229 FOR A WORKAREA FOR SVC 35.
- THE PARAMETER LIST PASSED BY THE USER DOES NOT RESIDE IN STORAGE
  THAT IS ACCESSIBLE BY THE USER.
- SPACE WAS NOT AVAILABLE IN SUBPOOL 231 FOR AN ORE OR WQE BUFFER.

SD2D - OVERLAY SUPERVISOR FOUND INVALID RECORD TYPE
BAD LOAD MODULE RE-LINKEDIT

SD37 - 04 - (04 IS THE ONLY POSSIBLE RETURN CODE ASSOCIATED WITH SD37)
A DATASET OPENED FOR OUTPUT USED ALL THE PRIMARY SPACE, AND NO
SECONDARY SPACE WAS REQUESTED. EITHER SPECIFY A LARGER PRIMARY
QUANTITY OR ADD A SECONDARY QUANTITY TO THE REQUEST.

SD78 - ERROR DURING RU- OR VRU-FORM GETMAIN OR RU-FORM FREEMAIN.
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***
***SD78 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(SD78-RC)**

SD78 - 04 - THE FREEMAIN FOR LSQA SPECIFIED STORAGE THAT WAS NOT
ASSOCIATED WITH THE TASK.

SD78 - 08 - THERE IS NO REAL STORAGE AVAILABLE FOR THE LSQA AQAT TABLE
OR TO BACK THE RSM CONTROL BLOCKS.

SE00 - AN ERROR OCCURRED DURING EXCP PROCESSING OF AN I/O REQUEST.
THE IOSB RETURNED TO EXCP TERMINATION HAD A RETURN CODE OF X'45'.
THE I/O REQUEST WAS TERMINATED. NO EXCP DEBUGGING ERROR IS
SUPPLIED. A RECORD IS WRITTEN TO SYS1.LOGREC. THE PREVIOUS
LOGREC ERROR RECORD SHOULD INDICATE THE CAUSE OF THE ABEND.
--POSSIBLE CAUSE--
A PROGRAM CHECK OR MACHINE CHECK OCCURRED WHILE THE IOS IRB
ANALYSIS MODULES OR MODULE IECVPST WAS EXECUTING.
A PROGRAM CHECK OR MACHINE CHECK OCCURRED WHILE A NONRESIDENT
ERP OR ERP LOADER MODULE WAS EXECUTING.
THE OPERATOR CAUSED A SYSTEM RESTART DURING I/O REQUEST PROCESSING

SE03 - A TASK ATTEMPTED TO TERMINATE NORMALLY BUT WAS OPERATING IN
MUST-COMPLETE STATUS AND DID NOT RESET MUST-COMPLETE. ENSURE THAT
EACH ISSUANCE OF AN ENQ, RESERVE AND STATUS MACRO IS PAIRED WITH
A DEQ OR STATUS MACRO REQUESTING 'RESET MUST-COMPLETE'.

SE13 - 04 - (04 IS THE ONLY POSSIBLE RETURN CODE ASSOCIATED WITH SE13)
WHEN OPENING A GRAPHIC DATA CONTROL BLOCK THE GNCP (MAXIMUM NUMBER
OF CONCURRENT CHANNEL PROGRAMS) BYTE CONTAINED A VALUE OUTSIDE
THE ACCEPTABLE RANGE OF 1 TO 99.
SE1A - CAS (THE CATALOG ADDRESS SPACE) ALLOCATE TASK ABENDED BECAUSE IT EXCEEDED THE ALLOTTED TIME FOR PROCESSING. IT MAY HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR SOME PERMANENTLY UNAVAILABLE SYSTEM RESOURCE. THE SYSTEM ATTACHES A NEW TASK TO RESTORE THE ALLOCATE FUNCTION.

SE37 - THE ERROR OCCURRED DURING END OF VOLUME PROCESSING WHEN AN OUTPUT OPERATION WAS REQUESTED FOR A DATASET.  
***IF THE REGISTER 15 RETURN CODE IS AVAILABLE, SUPPLY IT IN THE***  
***SE37 OPERAND FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION: H ABEND O(SE37-RC)**

--POSSIBLE CAUSE--
RAN OUT OF DIRECTORY SPACE IN A PDS OUTPUT EXCEEDED VOLUME COUNT

SE37 - 04 - A DATASET OPENED FOR OUTPUT USED ALL SPACE AVAILABLE ON THE CURRENT VOLUME, AND NO MORE VOLUMES WERE AVAILABLE:  
- NOT ENOUGH VOLUMES WERE SPECIFIED FOR THE DATASET THROUGH THE 'SER', VOLUME COUNT, OR 'REF' SUBPARAMETER OF THE VOLUME PARAMETER. WHEN ALL THE VOLUMES WERE FILLED, THE PROGRAM ATTEMPTED TO WRITE ANOTHER RECORD.  
- FOR A PARTITIONED DATASET ON A DIRECT ACCESS VOLUME, ALL SPACE WAS FILLED WHEN THE PROGRAM ATTEMPTED TO WRITE ANOTHER RECORD. (A PARTITIONED DATASET CAN RESIDE ON ONLY ONE VOLUME.)  
- FOR A PARTITIONED DATASET ON A DIRECT ACCESS VOLUME, 16 EXTENTS HAD BEEN USED WHEN THE PROGRAM ATTEMPTED TO WRITE ANOTHER RECORD; HOWEVER, NO VOLUME WAS AVAILABLE FOR DEMOUNTING.

SE37 - 08 - ON A DATASET OPENED FOR OUTPUT, END-OF-VOLUME HAD FOUND A DSCB WITH A DUPLICATE DATASET NAME ON THE NEXT VOLUME, WITH A VOLUME SEQUENCE NUMBER LESS THAN THAT IN THE DEB.  
- A MULTI-VOLUME PHYSICAL SEQUENTIAL DATASET WAS BEING WRITTEN ON A DIRECT ACCESS DEVICE. ALL SPACE WAS FILLED ON A VOLUME, AND AN ATTEMPT WAS MADE TO OBTAIN SPACE ON THE NEXT SPECIFIED VOLUME. EITHER THE SPACE WAS NOT AVAILABLE ON THAT VOLUME OR THE DATASET ALREADY EXISTED ON THAT VOLUME.

SE37 - 0C - AN INSTALLATION DADSM EXIT, IGGPRE00, REJECTED THE EXTEND REQUEST.

SE82 - DISABLED CODE WAS EXECUTING AND ISSUED RACHECK (SVC 130) WHICH IS INACTIVE BECAUSE RACF IS NOT INSTALLED ON THE SYSTEM.

SE83 - DISABLED CODE WAS EXECUTING AND ISSUED RACINIT (SVC 131) WHICH IS INACTIVE BECAUSE RACF IS NOT INSTALLED ON THE SYSTEM.

SE84 - DISABLED CODE WAS EXECUTING AND ISSUED RACLIST (SVC 132) WHICH IS INACTIVE BECAUSE RACF IS NOT INSTALLED ON THE SYSTEM.

SE85 - DISABLED CODE WAS EXECUTING AND ISSUED RACDEF (SVC 133) WHICH IS INACTIVE BECAUSE RACF IS NOT INSTALLED ON THE SYSTEM.

SF2D - OVERLAY SUPERVISOR - INVALID SUPERVISOR CALL BAD LOAD MODULE. RE-LINKEDIT ENTIRE MODULE.

SF37 - HARDWARE ERROR

U4 - GO STEP OF FORTRAN - SUBROUTINE FILENO - NON SEQUENTIAL DATA SET.
System (and a few User) Abend Codes Explained

U8   -   GO STEP OF FORTRAN - SUBROUTINE FILENO - IDSrn OUT OF RANGE.
U12  -   GO STEP OF FORTRAN - SUBROUTINE FILENO - DATA SET REFERENCE NUMBER
          HAS NOT BEEN USED.
U16  -   SYNSORT - UNSUCCESSFUL SORT, SEE DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGES
          GO STEP OF FORTRAN - MISSING SD4060 DD CARD FOR SD4060 OUTPUT
          GO STEP OF FORTRAN - SUBROUTINE FILENO - SECOND ARGUMENT NOT 'IN' OR
          'OUT' .
U20  -   GO STEP OF FORTRAN - SUBROUTINE FILENO - PREVIOUS FILE NOT CLOSED.
          ASMF COULD NOT OPEN SYSIN - CHECK YOUR SYSIN DD CARD
          I/O FAILURE WHEN READING A BAD TRACK
U24  -   GO STEP OF FORTRAN - SUBROUTINE FILENO - DEVICE IS NOT A TAPE
          RPG - ALPHAMERIC DATA IN NUMERIC SPECIFIED FIELD
          RPG - MISSING DD CARD
U30  -   GO STEP OF FORTRAN - MISSING FTO6F001 DD CARD.
U40  -   RPG - INPUT FILE OUT OF SEQUENCE
U44  -   RPG - UNDEFINED RECORD TYPE
U64  -   RPG - I/O ERROR QSAM
U100 -   FDR - OPEN ERROR - UNABLE TO OPEN DISK OR TAPE FILE
U101 -   FDR - DISK I/O ERROR
U200 -   FDR - TAPE I/O ERROR
U201 -   FDR - TAPE END OF FILE BEFORE DATASET OR TRAILER RECORD FOUND
U204 -   PAN#8 - SYSPRINT DD STATEMENT MISSING
U240 -   FORTRAN - SPIE
U402 -   FDR - SYSPRINT OR SYSPRIN-N ERROR
U502 -   FDRDSF - INPUT CONTROL STATEMENT ERROR
U888 -   FDR - DIAGNOSTIC WARNING ASSOCIATED WITH TEXT ON SYSPRINT
U999 -   SYNSORT - I/O ERROR OCCURRED, SEE DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGES
U200 -   PL1
U400 -   PL1